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A Composite-Beam Finite Element for Seismic Analysis
of Wood-Framed Buildings

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

Wood-stud walls and wood-joist floors, as shown in

Fig. 1.1. and 1.2., are common components of residential

and commercial buildings. The wood-stud wall consists of a

series of equally spaced studs with interior and exterior

coverings. The exterior wall covering or sheathing may be

fiberboard, plywood, particle board or non-wood materials.

The interior wall covering usually is gypsum board. The

wall is normally supported by the floor. A typical wood-

stud wall support is shown as Fig. 1.3. The floor is

composed of a series of equally spaced joists and a plywood

subfloor with or without underlayment. The most common

connectors used to connect the wall or floor components

together are nails and staples. Although wood-stud walls

and wood-joist floors are simple in concept and simply

constructed, they are extremely complicated systems to

analyze. Not only are they usually multilayered with each

layer made of orthotropic materials, but also in nailed

systems, there exists an interlayer slip of sufficient
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magnitude to have a major effect on deflections and

stresses of the system. In addition, the attachment of the

exterior wall sheathing to the wall supports result in a

partial fixity against rotation of wall supports. These

factors, coupled with the wide natural variation in the

physical properties of wood, require a sophisticated

analysis technique to predict system performance. Accurate

analysis and testing of full structures and their

components such as roofs, walls and floors is very complex

and expensive. Consequently, methods for the design and

analysis of wood structures are less developed than for

most other building materials in spite of the fact that

approximately three-fourths of all residential housing in

the U.S. is currently constructed with wood [67]. A

conventional way of analyzing this structure is to consider

only the deflection and allowable stress criteria for

individual components, as if no structural interaction

among the components of the floors and walls occurs. This

conservative approach often results in overbuilt

structures, it may at times be uneconomical. A detailed

analysis is essential to reduce the cost of the structure

and result in a more efficient use of wood resources.

Surveys of damages from past earthquakes indicate that

while many brick buildings failed or were severely damaged,

the wood-framed buildings have sustained only minor
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damages. In spite of these successful records, relatively

little is known about the performance of the wood-framed

buildings in earthquakes. Research specifically aimed at

the seismic behavior of wood structure is seldom reported

in literature.

Under loading, wood-framed structures behave quite

differently from other structures. The structural behavior

of wood-framed buildings depends on the relative strengths

and stiffnesses of their components and joints. It is

generally accepted that earthquake-induced damage will

usually occur in the joints. Modeling of the inelastic

behavior of the joints is thus particularly important.

1.2. Literature Review

A considerable number of theoretical and experimental

studies have been conducted to acquire the behavior of

layered beam systems. Clark [13] developed a theory for

layered systems connected by spaced rigid connections.

Experimental results from layered beams of steel laminates

with spot welded connectors were presented to verify the

theory. Newmark, Siess and Viest [49] considered the

problem of incomplete interaction between the steel beam

and composite concrete slabs of composite I-beam systems.

The theoretical analysis is based on the assumption that a
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continuous shear connection exists and the slip modulus is

constant along the interlayer of beams. The equilibrium

and compatibility equation for an element of a beam are

reduced to a single second order differential equation in

terms of the resulting axial force in the concrete.

Solutions for the axial force distribution are substituted

back into the basic equilibrium and compatibility

equations, which are then solved for strains, stresses,

deflections and slip. Amana and Booth [2] applied the

Newmark solution to analyze nailed and glued plywood

stressed-skin components. Good agreement was obtained

between experimental and theoretical deflections. Amana

and Booth concluded that the presence of slip has a greater

effect on deflections than on the maximum tensile stress of

a T-beam. They also concluded that the assumption of a

constant slip modulus was adequate for loading within the

working range of the components of the beam, and above this

range, the slip modulus decreases appreciably with

increasing load.

Based on the same assumptions, a mathematical model

for wood-joist floors systems which takes into account the

composite action with interlayer slip, variable material

properties and two-way action was developed by Vanderbilt,

Goodman and Criswell [66] and solved using the finite

difference method. In their study, the floor is idealized
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as a set of crossing beams, T-beams and sheathing strips,

ignoring the contribution of the torsional stiffnesses of

the sheathing and T-beams. Polensek [55] extended the

Amana and Booth technique to determine the stiffening

reduction factor for wood-stud beams. In his study, the

wood-joist was treated as an orthotropic plate-member

reinforced by a set of equidistant ribs. The finite

element method was used to account for the various boundary

conditions and the variations in the stiffness, mass and

damping. The model representing the joist floor consists

of an assembly of rectangular two-dimensional plate

elements and single dimensional beam elements. The effect

of slip is accounted for by using stiffening reduction

factors.

A method based on sandwich beam theory was developed

by Norris, Erickson and Kommers [51] and extended by Kuenzi

and Wilkinson [38]. These studies are based on the

assumption of a linear slip curve. Hoyle [32] reported

experimental work with layered beams and found test

deflections generally 20 to 40 percent above those

predicted by the theory given by Kuenzi and Wilkinson [38].

Experimental work by Mclain [44] pointed out that the

load-slip characteristic of the actual nail is linear only

at small slip. Wilkinson [68] derived a relationship

between load and deformation based on the assumption of
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elasticity in both the nail and the bearing wood loads.

The nail shank is considered to be beam bearing on an

elastic foundation. Foschi [24] pointed out that the

linear assumption by Wilkinson is valid only at small

slips. In reality, the wood under the shank fails in

bearing, and the steel in the nail may yield in bending,

resulting in a nonlinear load-slip relationship. The

interaction of nail and wood is thus an elasto-plastic

problem and should be treated as such. The simplified

theory of plastic bending of beams is used to describe the

deformation of the nail. The load-deformation relationship

for the foundation was determined by experimental testing.

The principal of virtual work was used to obtain the

equilibrium equation and the problem was solved using a

finite element approach. In his study, Foschi pointed out

that the linear approximations based on the theory of beams

on elastic foundation are not accurate to predict ultimate

loads. The elastic solution can be used to predict the

initial stiffness of the connection and good only up to a

slip of about 0.01 inches which cannot be used to estimate

the ultimate load. The curvilinear relationship between

load and deformation is a function of the bearing

characteristics of the wood and the bending characteristics

of the nail.

Recently, Loferski and Polensek [42] developed a
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procedure for predicting the average inelastic stiffness on

the basis of material properties of joint components for

Southern Pine stud and Douglas-fir sheathing plywood with

6d box nails. The load-slip curves was divided into three

linear sections to account for the slip curve nonlinearity.

Extensive physical testing and rational design parameter

studies have shown that a three-line approximation offers

the optimum solution in terms of accuracy and computational

costs.

A finite element computer program FEAFLO for layered

wood systems was developed by Thompson, Goodman and

Vanderbilt [63]. Generally, it is based on the same method

used by Vanderbilt, etc. [67]. The floor is idealized as

a set of crossing beams. Each of the T-beams, in the

direction of the joists, consists of a joist plus a

composite flange of one or more layers of sheathing, equal

in width to the joist spacing. Each of the sheathing

strips is either a simple beam or a layered beam of

arbitrary width. At each node point the floor stiffness is

obtained by summing the contribution of the T-beam and

sheathing strip which intersect at that node. In

formulating the method, the potential energy of pure

bending of each layer, axial elongation of each layer,

slip deformation of connectors between each layer and the

external loads on the beam were calculated separately and
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summed to give the total potential energy of the layered

beam. Two methods were used, a special element and a

"soft" element, to incorporate the gap influences. In this

program, the nonlinear slip modulus was utilized by

developing a stepwise linear procedure. Evaluation of the

slip modulus at any level of nail loading was accomplished

by describing the slip curve by a polynomial as

p = K0 + Kis + K2s2 + + Knsn

where p = nail force,lb.

s = interlayer slip, in.

K0 , K1 ,..., Kn = coefficients

Values of the coefficients used were obtained by using a

least-squares curve fitting using available data. The slip

modulus for each individual element is generated from the

above polynomial equation describing the nonlinear load-

slip relationship for the type of connector and wood used

and the computed nodal values of interlayer slip. The

initial tangent modulus was used for the first load

increment. The slip modulus is then reevaluated as a

secant slope of the connector load-slip curve using the

slip calculated for each element. Since this model does

not consider the torsional deflection of joists, as a

consequence, the model is stiffer than the actual

structure. To match the test results, zones of low
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stiffness in the cover, called flexible gaps, were

introduced to made the system more flexible. Foschi [25]

introduced a new modeling technique which included all

degrees-of-freedom for the analysis of wood floor systems.

The cover was considered an orthotropic plate. The strain

energy in the cover, joist, nail connectors and applied

load were summed to obtain the total potential energy in

the structure. Instead of using the displacement method, a

semi-analytical procedure using a Fourier series expansion

of the unknown functions in the x-direction and using a

finite element approximation along the y-direction was used

to solve the problem.

Polensek [55] extended the method of analysis of wood

joist floors to the analysis of wood-stud walls. In his

investigation, the stud wall system is represented by I-

beam- column elements which account for the composite

strength and stiffness of studs and wall coverings along

the wall height, and by plate elements which account for

the bending stiffness of the wall coverings across the wall

height. To define the stiffness matrices of I-beam-column

and plate elements, fourth order Hermitian polynomials were

used to describe displacements within each element. His

study accounts for partial composite action, load sharing,

variable material and joint properties and nonlinear

behavior of studs.
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Conventional analysis of stud walls based on pinned

supports results in uneconomical use of lumber. Research

conducted by Polensek and White [57] indicates that even a

small amount of support restraint can substantially

increase stiffness and strength of wall systems. Including

actual restraints in design procedures should result in

improved and more economical use of lumber.

1.3. Objectives

Currently, a research program entitled " Seismic

Behavior of Bending Components and Intercomponent

Connections of Light Framed Wood Building " has been in

progress at Oregon State University. The overall objective

in this program is to develop information that will help

characterize the response of low-rise light-frame wood

buildings to dynamic loading such as earthquakes. As a

part of this research program, the objective of this

investigation is to develop theoretical procedures and a

computer program called SAPWOOD (Structural Analysis

Program for WOOD) for the static and seismic analysis of

bending components and intercomponent connections, such as

those between walls, floors and foundations. A separate

user's manual has been prepared for the program SAPWOOD.
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II. THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

2.1. General

The finite element method of analysis has been proven

to be a powerful tool for the solution of various problems

in continuum mechanics. The basic concept of the finite

element method of discretization is the idealization of an

elastic continuum as an assemblage of discrete elements

(regions) interconnected at their nodal points. Thus an

infinite degree-of-freedom system is replaced by a finite

degree-of-freedom system. This finite degree-of-freedom

system, if properly formulated, will behave in essentially

the same manner as the original continuum.

In a displacement formulation of the finite element

method, the internal displacement distribution within the

element is assumed. This distribution is selected to

satisfy certain required conditions such as convergence

requirements and is expressed in terms of a finite number

of displacements associated with the nodal points of the

element. Once the displacement field has been assumed for

any element of prescribed geometry and once the

constitutive properties of the element are known, it is

possible with the aid of energy theorems to derive the

stiffness matrix of the element. The stiffness matrix of
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the entire continuum can then be obtained by combining

individual element stiffness matrices by the direct

stiffness method.

2.2. Analysis of Earthquake Response

It is customary in analyzing structures for seismic

response to assume that all points on the base of a

structure are subjected to the same time history of ground

motion during an earthquake (ignoring spatial variations),

i.e. the time taken for the seismic waves to travel across

the base of the structure is neglected. Based on this

assumption, the equation of motion for the finite element

system subjected to earthquake ground motion can be

expressed at any instant of time t, in matrix form as

t[M] t {U} [D] t{6} t [K]
t {u} = t{R} (2.1)

where all matrices and vectors in this relation are

associated with the nodal points above the base of the

structure at time t. These matrices are defined as

follows:

t[M] = the mass matrix at time t

t[D] = the damping matrix at time t

t[K] = the stiffness matrix at time t

t{R} = vector of nodal external forces applied at time
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t

t{U} = the vector of nodal point displacements

relative to the ground.

ttUr.
} = the vector of nodal point velocities relative

to the ground

t{U} = the vector of nodal point accelerations

relative to the ground

The external force vector t{R} is assumed to be derived

from two types of loading; an externally applied loading

and an inertial force due to ground motion. However, for

an earthquake problem, the supports or bases of the

structure are subjected to ground motions, and the

externally applied loads on the structural are equal to

zero. Thus, for a lumped mass system, the external force

vector t{R} is

t {R}
_{4x} upt) - {my} Opt)

in which

{Mx} [M] {Yx}

(2.2)

(2.3)

{My} = [m] {1y} (2.4)

where {Yx} and {Y17} are earthquake influence coefficient

vectors which represent the displacements at nodal degrees

of freedom resulting from a unit support displacement.

Thus {Yx} and {yY} are a null vector except for those
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elements that are equal to one which correspond to the

translational degrees of freedom in the same direction as

the earthquake input motion. For example, {ix} =

{1,1,-4} for an N story shear frame with one degree of

freedom at each story subjected to the ground motion in the

x direction. In Eq. (2.2), 0;(t) and Upt) are,

respectively, the horizontal and vertical components of

ground acceleration time history.

2.3. Earthquake Accelerogram

The accelerogram used in this investigation is the

North-South component of the May 18, 1940 EL Centro,

California, earthquake. This earthquake is believed to be

one of the representatives of strong earthquakes in the

western part of the United States. Its accelerogram is

given in Appendix A.

Studies by Clough and Benuska [15] indicate that the

structural response depends primarily on the peak

acceleration impulse in the ground motion and that

continuing motions of smaller amplitude have only a small

effect on the maximum response. Therefore, in order to

avoid excessive computational time, the duration of the

earthquake used in the analysis was primarily limited to

the first eight seconds of the EL Centro earthquake. This



same time duration was used extensively by Clough and

Benuska [15].

2.4. Solution of the Equations of Motion by
a Step-by-step Integration Procedure

2.4.1. General

18

Eq. (2.1) can be solved by numerical techniques,

either in the frequency domain or in the time domain. In

the frequency domain solution the response of a system is

assumed to be harmonic and dependent on frequency. The

time history response can be computed from results of the

frequency domain analysis through the use of Fourier

transforms (finding the direct transformation of the

excitation, multiplying it by the transfer function, and

obtaining the inverse transform of the product). A

frequency domain solution has some inherent advantages.

For example, once the transfer functions has been computed

it permits change of the control motion, or its location,

without having to repeat the complete procedure. However,

the use of frequency domain solution is not suitable for

performing nonlinear analysis. To account for various

nonlinearities such as material nonlinearity and interface

nonlinearity, a time domain solution procedure must be

used. Two commonly used methods in time domain are the
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direct integration method and the mode superposition

method. Since mode superposition analysis is applicable

only if the dynamic structural response is within the

linear range, the equations of motion as represented by Eq.

(2.1) for nonlinear dynamic finite element analysis

involving large deformation and material nonlinearities

must be solved by a direct numerical integration method

such as the step-by-step method. In this procedure, the

response is evaluated for a series of short time

increments, At, which are generally taken of equal value

for computational convenience. The condition of dynamic

equilibrium is established at the beginning and at the end

of each interval, and the motion of the system during the

time increment is approximated by an assumed variation in

the response during the increment. The nonlinear nature of

the system is accounted for by calculating new properties

appropriate to the deformed state at the beginning of each

time increment. The complete response is obtained by using

the velocity and displacement computed at the end of one

computational interval as the initial conditions for the

next interval. Checks are made at the end of each

increment of time to remove or minimize any residual force

vector that exists. Thus, the nonlinear analysis is

approximated as a sequence of analyses of successively

changing linear systems.
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2.4.2. Incremental Equation of Equilibrium

An incremental form of the equations of motion is now

considered. Eq. (2.1) can be expressed in the form

t{Fi} t{FD} t{F t{R} (2.5)

where t{Fi}, t {FD }, t{Fs} and t{12} are the nodal inertia

force vector, nodal damping force vector, nodal restoring

force vector and nodal external force vector at time t,

respectively. For linear elastic systems, the nodal

restoring force vector can be expressed in terms of the

nodal displacement vector t{U} through the relation.

t{Fs} [K] t{u} (2.6)

where [K] is the stiffness matrix of the structure.

Likewise, the inertia and damping force vectors can be

expressed in the form

t{Fi} [M] tail (2.7)

t{E,D} = [D] t{U} (2.8)

where [M] and [D] are the mass and damping matrices,

respectively. When the structure is nonlinear, during a

time increment At, we let the different parameters undergo

the following changes:



t+At{R}
=

tfR1
+

t
{AR}

t+Lt[M]
=

t[M]
[an

t+At
[ID] =

t[D]
+

t
[AD]

t+Lt[K]
=

t[K]
+

t [AK]

t+At{U}
=

tan-
+

t{AU}

t+At t - t
= {UT + {a}

t+At t t
{1.1} = {U} +
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(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

in which the symbol A designates the change in the value of

a term during the time increment At. Then, the incremental

form of motion is obtained by substituting Eqs. (2.9) to

(2.15) into Eq. (2.1) for time t+Lt, and subtracting Eq.

(2.1) for time t from the result. The incremental form is

written as follows:

t
+

t
{pFO} +t{AF } =

tfal

in which

- t ,t{AF t
} = [1,1.1

t
{AU} + [AM] (

t t
{U} + {AU})

,tfAFD)
= t[D][D] fa} +

t
[AD] (

t
{U) +

t
fal)

tfAF's}
=

t[K] t
{pA} +

t[AK] (t{U} + t {O})

(2.16)

An approximation to the incremental form is given by

t t--
t[0] t[K]t[M] {AU} + [0] {AU} + [K] {AU} =

t
{AR} (2.20)



Substituting Eqs. (2.5) and (2.9) into Eq. (2.20) gives

t[M]
t[D] t{d} t[K] t.cal

=
t+At{R}

-(
t{F

} +
t
{FD} +

t {s})
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(2.21)

This equation can be solved by standard numerical

procedures for t{Au}. Note that the superscript t

associated with matrices [M], [D] and [K] indicate that

these physical properties vary with the time-dependent

response. In the approximation, t[K] is the tangent

stiffness and t[D] is the tangent damping matrix at time t.

It is assumed that the stiffness and damping matrices are

constant over the time interval tit and equal to the values

at the beginning of the interval. Thus, the incremental

form given by Eq. (2.21) is approximate unless complete

equilibrium is achieved at the end of each time increment

&t. Various explicit and implicit, single and multistep

integration methods have been used to solve the equations

of motion for linear structures. For example, Newmark's

method [47] and Wilson's Theta method [10] are used

extensively in linear dynamic analysis. The stability and

accuracy of these methods have been investigated

[10,30,46,47,50]. However, in nonlinear analysis, the

stability limits of these methods may no longer be valid.

Moreover, the accuracy of the response in nonlinear

analysis will depend on the type of nonlinearity, the
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solution scheme, the nature of the iterative process, etc.

Therefore, the accuracy and stability of the nonlinear

response computed with a particular integration methods can

be studied only by numerical experimentation [46].

2.4.3.1 Wilson's Theta Method

To integrate the equations of motion from time t to

time t+At, some assumptions regarding the variation of

acceleration, velocity and displacement during the time

interval (t, t+dt) are needed. In the Wilson's Theta

method a linear variation of acceleration is assumed over

the time increment r= ezct, where (for unconditional

stability in the analysis of linear system) e > 1.37, and

the equilibrium equations are considered at the time t+1.,

i e ,

where

[fr]t-t-toil [D]t+Tiol t[K]ial t+T{R} t{F}

t+Tfu t{R} e(t+At{R} t{R})

(2.22)

(2.23)

and {AU} is the change in displacement vector during the

time increment t to t+-t. , i.e.,

{a} =
t+T{U}

''{U} (2.24)

The linear acceleration assumption implies quadratic
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variation of velocity and cubic variation of displacement.

These variations are shown in Fig. 2.1. It follows that

t+)(101 t
+ T Et+TfOl tfUl]

2 2
t+x101 tfo (x tcul

2T 2T

2 3 t x3 t+T -t+xful tful xtol
2

x x
) +

T
(U1

6T

< X < T

which gives

and

t+T 62 t{th tdi}

t+T{ 0} = {AO - 2 t61 itfUl

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

Substituting these relations into equilibrium Eqs. (2.22),

an equation with {AU} as the only unknown is obtained.

and

{AU} =
t+T

{R}

t[K]
6 3

= T [D] + t[K]

(2.30)

(2.31)
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Acceleration

Velocity
(Quadratic)

t+TO

Displacement
(Cubic)

t+At t+T

t+x t t. x
2

x rt+T- t-
]U = U+ Ux +

2
ut U- U

OT

Fig. 2.1. Variations in Acceleration, Velocity and
Displacement During Time Interval [t, t+T]



t+T t+T t
{R} = {R}

t{F} [M] + 2 [D] ) +

( 2 [M] +
2

[D] )
t

{u}

Solving for {DU} and using the linear acceleration

assumption, the required displacement, velocity and

acceleration vectors are obtained.

where

t+At t At t+T t
= fUl + {U} {U} )

t+Tdil = -62 (AU} tfUl 2 t{U}

Integration gives

t+At t At t t+At
ftn = fU} {U} )

t+Atfin t {u} Attfol + (1)
2

( fUl + 2 t(i1))

2.4.3.2 Newmark's Method
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(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

Newmark's integration method is an implicit, single

step, two-parameter family of integration operators

described by Newmark [47]. The following assumptions are



made:

t+At t - t t+At
{U} = {U} + ( 1 - 6) At + 6 01

t)t+At
{U} =

t
{U} + At t

{U} +
(A2

2
t{U} +

2 t+At t0 2
aAt ( - 1)
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(2.37)

(2.38)

The parameters 6 and a depend on the variation of the

acceleration during the time interval indicating how much

of the acceleration at the end of the interval enters into

the relations for velocity and displacement at the end of

the interval. Thus the increments in velocity and

acceleration are related to the increment in displacement

as follows:

and

t{40} = aAt 2a
{AU} t{O} - At ( - 1 )

t 1 t 1 t 1 t
{AU} = { AU} - aAt {W.

2a
- {U}

a(At)2

(2.39)

(2.40)

In addition to Eqs. (2.39) and (2.40), the equilibrium

equations at time t+At are also considered, i.e.',

[M] t+At{o} t[p] t+Attin. t[K] t+Atuo. t{1-1 (2.41)
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Substituting Eqs. (2.39) and (2.40) into Eq. (2.20) and

simplifying we have

t
] {AU} = t+Lt

[K

in which

t[i]
t[K]

t
[D]

1 t[M]
a(At)

and

t+At{i} = tfAR} [
a

t{0} + At C (;a

1 t 1 t *" t
[ 7f fUl + 27, {U}1 t[M]

1 ) tfUl J t[D]

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

When the displacement increment is computed from Eq.

(2.42), the state of motion at time t+At is obtained using

Eqs. (2.13) to (2.15) or Eqs. (2.39) to (2.40); i.e.,

t+At{U}
=

tfln
+

t fa} (2.45)

t+At t 6 t 6 t 6{U} = flll + fAU} - CU} - At ( - 1 ) tan- (2 .46)att a 2a

t+Atfill t{ll} 1 t
2 {AU} -

1 t
{U

1 t,
} -

2(1
{U}

a(At)2
ccAt

(2.47)

A number of operators can be obtained by specifying

various values of the parameters a and S. When 6 = 1/2 and
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a= 1/6, a linear variation in acceleration is assumed; and

when = 1/2 and a = 1/4, a constant acceleration is

assumed. It can be shown that for unconditional stability

of Newmark's operator, the value of a must satisfya>

1/4*(1+y)2 [301. In addition to being unconditionally

stable, when only low-mode response is of interest it is

often desirable to introduce artificial viscous effects to

dampen out any spurious effects due to the high-frequency

modes by specifying a damping parameter such that

(3= 0.5 +Y ,Y > 0 .

2.4.4. Accuracy of Solution and Equilibrium Iteration

Since the solution at a particular value of the

incremental time interval is taken as the solution at the

end of the previous increment plus the solution to the

locally linearized equations, it is important to realize

that Eq. (2.42) is just an approximate form of the actual

equations of motion to be solved. Unless the equations are

exactly linear, equilibrium is not exactly satisfied.

Depending on the nonlinearities in the system and the

magnitude of the time interval At, the linearization may

introduce an instability in the overall solution which is

often evidenced by a "drifting" tendency. The small errors

generated within each increment are accumulated, making the
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total solution progressing less accurate as succeeding

values of the time step are considered. A measurement of

how well dynamic equilibrium at time t+A.t is being

satisfied by the approximate solution of Eq. (2.42) may be

expressed by the residual or unbalanced forces t+At (AR}.

The correctness of the solution using Eq. (2.42) may then

be given by comparing the ratio of the Euclidean norm of

residual forces and the external forces with a specified

tolerance RTOL using the relation

where

lit+AtfAR1112

t+A. ttn,
11112

< RTOL (2.48)

t+AtfAR} t+AtiR}
[M]

t+Atful t+pto} tfn.

(2.49)

When the accuracy of the solution is unsatisfactory, it may

be improved by using smaller time intervals or by applying

an equilibrium correction through an iteration process.

Although sufficient accuracy of the solution can be

maintained using small time intervals throughout the period

of dynamic response, the computational effort may be

excessive. Therefore it is more best to use an iteration

process to avoid large integration errors. Two types of

iterative procedures are commonly used, namely, Newton-
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Raphson iteration and constant stiffness iteration. In the

Newton-Raphson method the structure tangent stiffness

matrix [K] is generated and reduced for equation solving in

every iteration. A disadvantage of this procedure is that

a large amount of computational effort may be required to

form and decompose the stiffness matrix. In constant

stiffness iteration the stiffness matrix is formed and

decomposed at every load level or only when the convergence

rate becomes poor. However, when applied to a hardening

structure the Newton-Raphson method usually converges, but

the constant stiffness method may converge slowly or

diverge.

In the constant stiffness iteration method, the

equation of motion for the ith equilibrium iteration at

time t+At is expressed as [9].

t[K] fAU}(i) t+At{AR}(i -1) i=1,2,3,... (2.50)

where t[K] is the tangent stiffness matrix at time t and

{mi}") is the corrective nodal displacements for the ith

iteration as defined by

{AU}
(i)

=
ti-At

{U}
(i) ti-At

{U}
(i-1) (2.51)

and where t1-6't{AR}(1 -1), representing the nodal residual

forces for the ith iteration, is given by



t+At
fR)

(i -1)
=

t+At
fRl - t+At (F}0-1)

t+Atful(i -1) t+At(0}0-1)
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(2.52)

To start this iteration, {1.1} °) is assumed to be the value

of the displacement increment calculated by Eq. (2.42).

{U }(°) and {5} °) can be obtained by Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36)

or Eqs. (2.46) and (2.47). Eq. (2.50) can be solved for

the ith corrective displacement and then the corrected

nodal accelerations, nodal velocities and nodal

displacements can be calculated by

t+Atful(i) t+At01(i -1)
+ {AU/(1)

Atful
(i) {AU}(i)

tl-At (i) ti-At (i-1) 6 0)
T

{U} = "I" -24AU1

for Wilson's theta method and

t+Atm(i) t +ot }(i -1) + {a}(i)

t+At{0}(i) t+At61(i -1)
aAt

{a}(i)

t+At{il}(i) t+AtfUl(i-1)
1 2 {AU}(i)

a(At)

for Newmark's method.

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)
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The convergence of equilibrium of the motion may also

be expressed by comparing the ratio of the Euclidean norm

of the corrective displacement to the total displacement

with a specified tolerance "tol",

I I A. u} i) I 12

t +Atful(i)
H2

i.e.,

< tol (2.59)

2.5. Incremental Equation of Equilibrium with Rigid Base
Motion

Returning to the equations of motion, Eq. (2.1), and

expressing the equation of motion at time t and t+At,

subtracting one set from the other, we can obtain the

incremental equation of equilibrium for a structure with a

rigid base as

t{on}
[D]

t{6,0}
t[K]

t{a}

where

t
{AR} =

t+At
{R} -

t
fRl

- [M]
cyx1 trA;;x1

- rm] {NY}1"g. L g,

and

(2.60)

(2.61)
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t x t+At t -x
}{AU

9
} = {U } -

99

(2.62)

t
{AU } =

t-Eat{dy}
-

t fuy}
9

Eq. (2.62) can be solved by direct integration methods.

2.6. Stiffness Matrix

As pointed out previously, the tangent stiffness

matrix t[K] is time dependent. Since the linear elements

have their stiffness matrices formed only once it is

convenient to express t[K] in terms of its initial tangent

value [K]L which is time independent corresponding to the

linear elements of the complete element assemblage and the

time-dependent stiffness matrix t[K]NL of the nonlinear

elements which are updated in preselected time intervals,

t[K] [K]L
t[K]NL (2.63)
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2.7. Damping Matrix

2.7.1. Rayleigh Damping

In the step-by-step solution method the equations of

motion (Eq. 2.1) are solved directly as a set of

simultaneous equations. Such a solution would then require

that the damping matrix [D] be known. However, for most

structures the exact form of the damping matrix [D] is

unknown and there is little experimental justification for

selecting specific damping coefficients. The most commonly

utilized relationship for expressing this material

characteristic is the one originally proposed by Rayleigh

[60]. Rayleigh damping is given by the first two terms of

the Cauchy series, i.e., the damping matrix is a linear

combination of mass and stiffness matrices of the system.

[D] = ctd[M] + ad[K] (2.64)

where ad and 13d are scalar constants that indicates the

fraction of mass and stiffness used for damping. Using

this relationship, [D] is orthogonal to the mode shape

since [M] and [K] are both orthogonal. Thus the fraction

of mass and stiffness conventionally used in damping can be

determined from two given damping ratios that correspond

to two unequal frequencies of vibration and expressed as
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some percent of critical damping in the fundamental mode.

From the mode superposition analysis and assuming [D] to be

orthogonal, the relationship for damping of the structure

can be found according to the following equations (Eq.

2.65, 2.66 and 2.67):

40T
[D] -40= 2coiXi

where

(2.65)

= the ith mode shape

wi = the corresponding frequency

Ai = the corresponding damping ratio

Substituting Eq. 2.64 into Eq. 2.65 we obtain Eq. 2.66

f(I)41
T

(a
d
[M] +

d
[K]) 40 = 2w

i i

Using [K] {(1)i} = w2 [M] {(1)i}

We obtain Eq. 2.67

2
ad +

d
w

i
= 2w.X.

T ,
arld{cp .}04]-4.} = 1

(2.66)

(2.67)

Thus, for a pair of frequencies and their corresponding

damping values the Rayleigh coefficients ad and Sd can be

obtained. These quantities are related to the damping

ratios for mode i and j through the equations [52]

a
d

(0,) -
J 1

2w.1 w.J (X.1 w.
J

- w.1 A.J )

(2.68)



2( AJ .0).
J

A1.w1 . )

d 2 2
(w. - w.)

J 1
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(2.69)

in which Ai and Ai are damping ratios for the ith and jth

mode, respectively. The damping ratio, of of the nth mode

is related to these constants by the expression:

where

ad f3dwn
X
n 2

+ An + AnLon
(2.70)

an = the percent of mass proportional critical damping

A

in the nth mode,

= thepercent of stiffness proportional damping in

the nth mode,

wn = the nth circular frequency

For the fundamental mode with n = 1, ad andisd are

ad 2w1Xnli

f3

d

2x
1

wl

Thus, the damping matrix takes the following form

2xs
[ID] = 2w/ xnil [M] +

,

[K]

(2.71)

(2.72)

In a direct integration procedure, the numerical values of
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ad and $d are determined by specifying the damping ratios

in the two most dominant modes of the initial elastic

system. In practice, reasonable Rayleigh coefficients in

the analysis of a specific structure may often be selected

using available information on the damping characteristics

of a typical similar structure; i.e., approximately the

same a
d

and
pd

values are used in the analysis of similar

structures. The magnitude of the Rayleigh coefficients is

to a large extent determined by the energy dissipation

characteristics of the structural materials. An advantage

of Rayleigh damping is that the only additional storage

required within the computer is for the numerical values of

ad and (3c, .

2.7.2. Variable Damping

The Rayleigh damping introduced in Sec. 2.7.1 is not

associated with any particular element. In many analyses

this proportional damping assumption is adequate. However,

in the analysis of structures with widely varying material

properties, nonproportional damping may need to be used.

In the present investigation, experimental results [56]

have shown that the amount of damping of a composite wood

beam is proportional to the amount of slip between the

flange and stud which is displacement dependent. Thus,
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higher damping values should be assigned to areas where

high slip is expected. This can be done by the

introduction of an element damping matrix.

In a variable damping solution, a damping submatrix

must be formulated for each individual element and then all

element submatrices added, in the appropriate way, to

obtain the damping matrix for the entire assemblage of

elements. In element j, the energy dissipation takes place

in three mediums: first, in the web and flanges due to

internal material friction; second and third, in the

tension and in the compression interfaces between the web

and flanges due to surface friction [56]. Therefore the

total dissipated energy per vibration cycle of the jth

element can be expressed as

=DIP-FD
3 3 3

(2.73)

in which DT , and El represent energy dissipated in the

material, compression interface, and tension interface,

respectively.

Energy 0 can be expressed in terms of viscous damping

[39]

De. = x 4ffUe.
J J J

(2.74)

in which x3 = total damping ratio in element j (in percent

of critical damping) and U3 = total energy at peak
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amplitude due to partial composite action between flanges

and web (it depends on the slip modulus).

Expressing each D in Eq. (2.73) by Eq. (2.74) gives:

ee mm c c ttx. U. = x. U. + x. U. + x. U.JJ JJ JJ JJ
(2.75)

in which
' 3

AT Xg and at are the material damping ratio,
3

damping ratio for the compression interface and damping

ratio for the tension interface, respectively. UT, and

Uj are the potential energy at peak amplitude of element j

with no composite action (no shear transfer between web and

flanges), potential energy at peak amplitude due to shear

transfer in the compression interface and potential energy

at peak amplitude due to shear transfer in the tension

interface, respectively.

From Eq. (2.75), the total damping in element j is

given by

m c c t tx. . U.+3U3+A33
X.
e JUJ

U. U. U.

(2.76)

A method to evaluate UI:11
' 3
Ug and Ut has been proposed

3

by Polensek [56], which gives

[x11.1 UR.1+ CD PYt ]
J J

X.
J

U.

where

(2.77)
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1

C = (2.78)
Kc

Kt
+

S
c

S t

x C
D = (rcAi iAi

C

tot cU. = U. +

(2.79)

(2.80)

K = slip modulus; S = nail spacing; subscripts c and t

denote "compression" and "tension" interfaces.

If it is assumed that the dissipated energy in element

j is equally distributed at two ends of the element, then

based on the Rayleigh damping expression, the following

relationship is used for each element, j:

[d] = adj [m] (2.81)

in which [d]
j'

[m] and [k]4 are the damping, mass and

stiffness submatrices respectively for element j. adj and

(3di are parameters that are functions of the damping value

and stiffness characteristics of element j. The parameters

adj and isdi are given by [31, 52]

e

adj 2101
(2.82)
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(2.83)

The parameter wi is equal to the fundamental frequency of

the entire system. The damping matrix for the entire

assemblage of elements is obtained by using the direct

stiffness method.

The solution proceeds by assigning modulus and damping

values to each element. Because these values are

displacement dependent, they would not be be known at the

start of the analysis; therefore, values of moduli and

damping are estimated corresponding to the end of previous

time step and the analysis is performed. Using the

computed values of displacement in each element, new values

of moduli and damping are determined from appropriate data.

2.7.3. Load-slip Behavior of Nailed Joints During Cyclic
Cycle Loading

2.7.3.1 General

To obtain information on the stiffness and damping of

specific nailed joints needed in the theoretical analysis

of components and connections, small coupon specimens were

used to simulate typical joints commonly found in

components and intercomponent connections of light-frame
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building. Fig. 2.2. shows a typical type specimen

configuration and testing arrangement used in this study.

Each specimen consists of a short section of nominal 2- by

4-in Douglas-fir lumber and 3/8-in CDX sheathing plywood

that were connected by a 6d smooth galvanized box nail.

Fourteen nailed specimens were constructed and tested at

the Forest Research Laboratory, Oregon State University.

During the testing, nailed specimens were subjected to

cyclic loading as shown in Fig. 2.3. This loading function

consisted of three fully reversed loadings and unloadings

at four progressively larger load levels, Pi, based on the

data from preliminary testing in which a few specimens were

subjected to a ramp load associated with a constant slip

rate of 1.5in./minute up to maximum slip of about 0.12 in.

A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT), attached

to the lumber piece and plywood sheathing, supplied slip

measurements to an X-Y recorder, which, combined with the

readings from the load cell, generated continuous load-slip

traces as shown in Fig. 2.4. The traces can be used to

simulate the load-slip relationship in nailed joints of

building components during vibration. It was observed that

during the cyclic loading, the load-slip behavior of the

nailed joint is nonlinear and hysteretic, depending on the

slip magnitude as well as the previous history of loading.

The response of the specimens changed as the number of
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TESTING TERMINATED AT 0.12-INCH SLIP

LOADING AT SLIP RATE OF 1.5 INCH / MINUTE

Fig. 2.3. Load Function Used in Joint Testing



Joint
type
(1)

P1

lbs
(2)

P2
lbs

(3)

P3

lbs
(4)

P4
lbs

(5)

2,19 130 260 390 520

3,4,8,10 70 100 130 160

5,9,13 110 140 170 200

6,7,11,12 15 30 45 60

14,15 100 167 234 300

Table. 2.1. Load Reversal Levels Defining Load Function
Shown in Fig. 2.3.
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SLIP, INCHES

Fig. 2.4. Points Used to Identify Stiffness and Damping
for Cycling at Four Load Levels
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cycles of loading and the level of loading increased. This

is illustrated in Fig. 2.5., which shows typical shear-slip

curves at different stages of loading. In addition, the

hysteresis loops exhibit some interesting characteristics

which are worth noting. For example, observe that after

some residual set has taken place, all ensuing load cycles

pass through virtually the same load ordinate at zero

center deflection which has been labeled as the "invariant

point " by Jacobsen and Kaneta [20,21].

Note also that the cyclic loading curves are lens-

shaped for lower loads, changing to two half-lenses

connected by a "stretched" horizontal center section for

larger loads. Fig. 2.6 shows an idealized load-slip

hysteresis loop obtained from the testing of a nailed joint

specimen subjected to a symmetric cyclic low level shearing

load along a plane free of initial shear stress. This loop

(ABDEA in Fig. 2.6.) is associated with a given value of

maximum cyclic slip, sc, and maximum cyclic load, pc.

Points B and E define the tips of the loop. A typical

series of load-slip hysteresis loop for successive cycles

of increasing magnitude of loading is shown in Fig. 2.7.

The trace of tips (GEOBH in Fig. 2.7.) of all hysteresis

loops is defined as the backbone curve for this nailed

joint specimen. Generally, the backbone curve has the

maximum slope at the origin and is of the softening type.
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(b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.5. Hysteresis Loops at Different Stage of Loading
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Fig. 2.7. Unloading-Reloading Curve and Backbone Curve
Described by Tips of Hysteresis Loops
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Its slope approaches zero as the load reaches the ultimate

strength of the nailed joint. The backbone curve

constitutes the basis for characterizing the load-slip

behavior of nailed joints and other engineering materials

for nonlinear analysis. The backbone curve can be

expressed in a variety of ways, either in terms of a

mathematical function or in terms of discrete stress-strain

coordinates. Two of the most common mathematical functions

used are the bilinear and the Ramberg-Osgood models.

2.7.3.2 Bilinear and Ramberg-Osgood Models

In the bilinear model as shown in Fig. 2.8, the

nonlinearity of the element backbone curve is taken as

bilinear with the slope of the second straight portion

equal to m-times that of the first portion and with

symmetry assured about the two directions of deformation.

Initially, the spring stiffness coefficient ki=kii is used

for each nailed joint. The behavior of the nailed joint

continues to controlled by }cli until a limiting slip si =

sli is reached, at which stage further slip is evaluated

using k2i. When the force, pi, is reversed, behavior is

again controlled by kli until a slip change equal to 2p1i/

kli has occurred. Subsequent slip are determined using k2i

until reloading occurs. On reloading, the coefficient kii
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Force-Deformation Relationship
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is again operative until a change of slip of 2pli/ kli has

taken place and the coefficient k2i again controls the

behavior. Similar behavior is considered to develop during

subsequent cycles.

The Ramberg-Osgood model [59] itself has probably been

the most widely used analytical approach to date. It gives

the slip or relative displacement in terms of shear force

at the interface and may be written as

Sr
p

=s y(
kmax s y

) (1+ a
p

kmax s y

R-1

(2.84)

for the initial loading or backbone curve. Coupled with

Masing's rule, the unloading-reloading portion of the

hysteresis loop is defined as

p-pi 2 a

sr + Si = sy ( ) ( 1+
kmax s y 2R

p-pi

kmax s y

R-1

(2.85)

in which sr= the relative displacement of the interface, p

= the interface shear force, and (pi, si) = the relative

displacement and shear force respectively at the point of

load reversal as shown in Fig. 2.9. The remaining terms in

Eq. 2.84 are : kmax= the initial shear stiffness; sy= a

reference relative displacement; and material parameters a

and R. The values of kmax sy, a and R may be adjusted to
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Initial Loading:

s = s ( ) ( 1 +a
r y Kmaxsy

Unloading or Reloading:

K
max

s
y

P -
S = S (

4. 2a
r
+

1 y K
max

sy 2
R

eqv

Deformation

R-1

P Pi

K
max

s
y

R-1

Fig. 2.9. Ramberg-Osgood Formulation for Cyclic
Force-Deformation Relationship
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best fit the backbone curve to experimental data. This

approach assumed that the unloading-reloading curve, Fig.

2.9., is defined by the same function as the backbone

curve, except that the shear force and slip axes are

expanded by two, and the origin is translated to the point

of load reversal, si, pi. In other words, if the equation

described the backbone curve may be written in the form as

sr = f(p) (2.86)

and if loading reversal occurs at (pi,si), then the

equation of the load-slip curve during subsequent unloading

or reloading from the reversal point is assumed to be

sr- si P pi
= f(

2 2

(2. 87)

The previous review pertains to the development of a

representative constitutive relationship under one-

dimensional cyclic shear loading. For field application,

particular those involving transient loading conditions

such as those associated with earthquake excitations, the

loads or deformation can vary throughout the duration of

cyclic loading. For example, small amplitude cycles may

superimposed on the reloading segment of larger amplitude

cycles as shown in Fig. 2.10 or the deformation increases

again after one or more cycles of decreasing amplitudes as
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shown in Fig. 2.11. Therefore, the Ramberg-Osgood with

Masing rules [43] described in the previous section (Eqs.

2.84 and 2.85) requires extension to take into account

transient loading conditions. Newmark and Rosenblueth [48]

proposed a set of rules requiring that the unloading and

reloading curves should follow the backbone curve if the

previous maximum deformation is exceeded and that if the

current loading or unloading curve intersects the curve

described by a previous loading or unloading process, the

load-deformation relationship follows the previous curve as

shown in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11. If a reloading curve,

such as that for the small curve in Fig. 2.11, is carried

past the previous limit of symmetrical cyclic loading, the

reloading curve follows the backbone curve which is a

broken line in Fig. 2.11. In Fig. 2.10, if curve 2-3 is a

previous reloading curve, on reloading from point 4, the

load-deformation relationship would follow path A in Fig.

2.10.

2.7.3.3 Model Proposed in This Study

As pointed out by Valera, et al. [65], the Ramberg-

Osgood model described in the previous section requires

that the model "memorize" the coordinates of the greatest

excursion in either direction and the coordinates of all
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reversal points in a sequence with descending amplitude.

Computationally, this is a very difficult model to use. In

addition, the test results of the nailed joints as shown in

Fig. 2.4. have led to the conclusion that the shapes of the

force-deformation curves differ appreciably from those we

would obtain in Masing-type structures. Recently, a newly

proposed model for cyclic behavior of nailed joints has

been described [56]. Basically, this model is based on

observations of experimental hysteresis loops. It was

pointed out by Medearis [45] that the backbone curve which

is the path traced by the tips of the hysteresis loops have

the same general shape as the load-slip trace from

unidirectional ramp load. Since most tests on nailed

joints have been performed under unidirectional ramp load

according to ASTM standards [56], we can construct the

backbone curve from the load-slip trace of unidirectional

ramp loading. The load-slip curve obtained from the nailed

joint coupon test under monotonously increasing shear load

was approximated by three linear secant lines as shown in

Fig. 2.12. The intervals of the linear sections were based

on the slip values of 0.0013, 0.026 and 0.1 inches which

were found to be the best trilinear representation of the

curve for the joints constructed with 6d box nails in a

statistic sense [41]. The load at each of these slips was

measured from experimental graphs and used as part of input
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data to calculate the slope of each secant. The two knees

of the trilinear relationship imply the synthesis

proportional limit and yield point. The slopes of these

line segments k1, k2 and k3 are joint moduli which define

the inelastic joint stiffness in each region. The

unloading (toward the slip axis) and reloading (away from

the slip axis) branch is defined by points, such as 4j

(j=1,2,...7) in Fig. 2.4. For each loop, six points were

considered essential to define load-slip traces. Sets of

points, such as 4j on the second cycle of the fourth loop,

were selected at the intersection of the trace with the

coordinate axes and at maximum loads that also controlled

the cycling during the test and considered essential in

providing sufficient computational accuracy. Straight

lines through these points linearly approximate the load

vs. slip relations throughout the cycling at individual

levels. An observation from the experimental trace such as

shown in Fig. 2.4. shows that most traces are approximately

symmetric with respect to load and slip axes. Thus, the

coordinates for points of the ith load level i2, i3, and i4

are the same as the absolute value of points i5, i6, and

i7, respectively. To define the whole loop only four

values are needed, that is slip at i4(s4), load at 12(p2),

and slip and load at i3(s3 and p3). It may be possible to

write equations to predict the sides of the loop which in
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this study are defined by load p2 at point i2 and slip s4

at point i4 on the hysteresis loop from the backbone traces

as shown in Fig. 2.13. The results are linear regression

equations that relate coordinates of any point on the

backbone trace, (s3,p3) to s4, p4 as follows:

s4 = a + b s3 + c p3

(2.88)
p2 = d + e s3 + f p3

where a, b, c, d, e and f are correlation coefficients from

experiment testing data. In this study, the following

values: a= 0.005, b= 0.752, c= 0., d= 22.4, e= -674, f=

0.0387 are suggested for the Douglas fir and 3/8 in. thick

CDX plywood nailed joints with 6d box galvanized nails and

a= 0.001, b= 0.758, c= 0.908, d= -3.8, e= -258 f= 0.655 are

suggested for the Douglas fir and 1/2 in. thick gypsum

wallboard with 4d drywall nails. However, the correlation

coefficients are material and joint type dependent,

therefore the data used in this study are limited to design

with the same type of specimen and material tested.

The proposed model described in the proceeding

paragraph was programed and incorporated into program

SAPWOOD. A major task performed by the program that has

not been described is the calculation of the element

stiffness which are slip dependent for a given time

increment. In this study, the behavior of the nailed
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joints are simulated by spring subelements of the composite

beam element. To obtain the stiffness t k of the spring

subelement at time t +iIt, we need to know whether the

loading or unloading conditions are active, and we need to

keep track of the load-slip curve and the maximum slip

reached. We have a condition of loading if the work done

by loads is positive and a condition of unloading if the

work done by loads is negative. If slip at time t+At is

greater than the maximum slip of the last load reversal, a

new hysteresis loop is formed and stored. At the end of

each time step, each element is checked for a possible

reversal in load-slip. A point of reversal is identified

in the following way. When moving along a curve, not only

are the coordinates established for the end of each time

step, but so is the sign of the velocity for each element.

If the velocity changes sign within a time step a reversal

point exists within that step. We then return to the

beginning point of the time step and the stiffness

corresponding to the slope of the unloading curve is

assigned to that element.

To ensure the slopes of each segment in the

hysteresis loop which define the spring element stiffness

are positive, the following restrictions are used in this

study:

(1) On initial loading, the loading path follows the
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backbone curve. If the slip s has not exceeded the first

inflection point of the backbone curve, the unloading or

reloading curve follows the backbone curve, i.e., the load-

slip relationship is elastic in the first segment of the

backbone curve.

(2) Once the loading passes the synthesis yield point,

which is the first inflection point in the trilinear

idealized backbone curve, loading follows the second and

the third segments of the backbone curve. The unloading

and reloading curves are defined by the values using Eq.

2.88. If the slope of the first segment of the unloading

or reloading curve as define by Eq. 2.88 is not positive or

larger than the slope of the first segment of the backbone

curve kl, then it is set equal to the slope of the first

segment of the backbone curve and the slip s4 is calculated

by

s4 s3

P3

k
1

2.7.3.4 Inelastic Analysis

(2.89)

The response analysis of wood-framed structures

subjected to strong earthquake motion requires a realistic

conceptual and effective method which recognizes the
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continually varying stiffness and energy-absorbing

characteristics of the structure. Two methods are studied

in this investigation. The first method employed an

iterative, linear elastic, or "equivalent linear" approach

in which the technique of iterative elastic analysis

incorporating slip compatible moduli and damping were used;

the second method solves the non-linear equations of motion

directly. In the iterative elastic analysis method, the

nonlinearity of the shear modulus and damping is accounted

for by the use of equivalent linear stiffness and

equivalent viscous damping using an iterative procedure to

obtain values for modulus and damping compatible with the

calculated slip in each nailed joint. The concept of

equivalent viscous damping was developed by Jacobsen [34]

in 1930. The equivalence of the dissipated work of the

actual damping force to that of a viscous damping force,

-DX, which is proportional to the velocity. To obtain the

equivalent linear stiffness and viscous damping ratio, we

can join the extreme points of the backbone curve with the

origin by means of a straight line. This is based on the

assumption that all of the curve nonlinearity is due to

damping and the restoring force is linear. Thus every

point that we choose on the backbone curve defines an

equivalent linear system whose mass is the mass of the

original structure. Its stiffness is the slope of the
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straight line through the origin, that is, the

corresponding secant stiffness of the actual structure, and

its equivalent percentage of damping is

and

V(s) + H(s)
(s) (2.90)

2mk(s) s
2

V(s) = 2 7 k0 s2 (2.91)

where V(s) denotes the energy dissipated by viscous

damping per cycle under steady-state harmonic oscillations

of amplitude s, H(s) is the energy dissipated in hysteresis

per cycle of amplitude s, and k(s) is the instantaneous

secant stiffness defined as the ratio of the instantaneous

force to the instantaneous deformation. If we assume that

the energy dissipation due to hysteresis and the energy

dissipation that result from the rate of deformation are

independent of each other, then Eq. 2.90. can be written in

the form

A (s) = Y(s) +
H (s)

2 7 k(s) s2
(2. 92)

where Al(s) denotes the percent of critical damping of a

viscous nature corresponding to the mass of the system and

to a stiffness k(s). If the assumption does not hold, it
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is sufficient to incorporate the total energy dissipation

per cycle into a single term that replaces V + H.

In a bilinear model the relations for the equivalent

stiffness keqv and damping ratio as functions of element

deformation have been reduced from the bilinear backbone

curve to give

c = keqv / k = m + (1-m) r

eqv

2. (1-m) r (1-r)

Tr [ (1-m) r + ml

(2.93)

(2.94)

where r= s /s is the ratio of deformation at the elastic

limit to that at maximum and where m is the ratio of slopes

of the 2nd to 1st straight lines of the bilinear backbone

curve.

The damping for nailed joints is directly related to the

energy ratio between the dissipated and corresponding total

available energy, which for the k-th hysteresis loop equals

A = D / (4 ir U )
(2.95)

in which D is the area of the loop and U is the triangular

area shown cross-hatched in Fig. 2.10. Following the same

algorithm for the stiffness, the damping ratio for cyclic

loading can be predicted from the backbone load-slip trace

by the following linear regression equation
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X = g + h s3 + i p3 (2.96)

in which g, h and i are correlation coefficients from

experimental data. The values suggested for the joints of

the Douglas fir and 3/8 in. thick CDX plywood with 6d box

galvanized nail are g= 0.497, h= -1.86, i= 0.0012 and g=

0.296, h= -1.16 and i = 0. for the joints of Douglas fir

and 1/2 in. thick gypsum wallboard with 4d drywall nails.

The solution proceeds by assigning modulus and damping

values to each element. Because these values are slip-

dependent, they would not be known at the start of the

analysis and an iteration procedure is required. Thus, at

the outset, values of shear moduli and damping are

estimated and the analysis is performed. Using the

computed values of slip developed in each element, new

values of moduli and damping are determined from the input

backbone curve. Proceeding in this way, a solution is

obtained incorporating moduli and damping ratios for each

element, which are compatible with the slip developed.

2.8. Mass Matrix

It is possible to develop a mathematical formulation

for the mass matrix of each finite element which is

consistent with the displacement field assumed within the

element. When the mass coefficients are computed in this
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way, using the same interpolation functions which are used

for calculating the stiffness coefficients, the result is

called a consistent mass matrix. This mass matrix is

banded like the stiffness matrix; therefore, it possesses

similar coupling properties. A physically lumped mass

approximation, on the other hand, leads to a diagonal mass

matrix and no coupling. Therefore, this approximation

results in good accuracy and considerable saving in

computer storage and time. Clough has shown that the

lumped mass formulation can provide results having any

desire degree of accuracy with less computational effort

than is required by the consistent mass procedure [14].

In the present investigation, all masses are assumed

concentrated at the nodal points which leads to a diagonal

mass matrix of the form

[M] = diag[ M1 M2 M n ] (2.97)

where Mi is the mass associated with the ith degree of

freedom and n is the total number of degrees of freedom in

the system. No rotational moments of inertia are assigned

to the lumped mass; therefore, the Mi's associated with

rotational degrees of freedom equal zero. A mass matrix

for a quadrilateral element can be obtained by simply

lumping one-fourth of the mass of the element at its

respective nodal points, and the diagonal mass matrix [M]
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for the complete structural assemblage is then easily

obtained.



III. COMPOSITE-BEAM ELEMENT

3.1. Introduction

71

The structural components of wall panels as shown in

Fig. 1.1. are studs, spaced at 12 inches, 16 inches and 24

inches, double top plate, single bottom plate and exterior

and interior covering connected with mechanical connectors

into a highly indeterminate structural system. The most

common connectors between studs and coverings are nails and

staples, which provide for semirigid connections, allowing

relative slip between the connected components as the shear

forces are transferred through the connections. The

presence of slip structurally characterizes the wall as a

panel with incomplete composite action [54]. Under loading

normal to the face of the panel, which is the loading to be

considered, the wall panel behaves as a series of linked

parallel composite I-beams with slip occurring in the

flange-web interfaces. In general, the wall panel can be

modeled as an assembly of rectangular two-dimensional shell

elements which account for the bending stiffness of the

wall coverings and single dimensional beam elements which

account for the stiffness of studs. To account for partial

slip in the flange-web interfaces, a nonlinear spring

element is introduced. In many analyses, it is reasonable
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to idealize a segment of a wall panel as a single

structural superelement (or substructure) in which the

overall extensional, flexural, and shear stiffness are

modeled. The superelement used in this study, called a

composite-beam element as shown in Fig. 3.1., is an

assembly of a beam element, thin shell elements, and spring

elements.

The fundamental assumptions employed in the present

analysis are :

(1) The distribution of strain is linear throughout

the depth of each layer (coverings and stud).

(2) The relationship between stress and strain is

linear (Hooke's law) in each layer over the whole range of

the applied loads.

(3) The coverings and stud deflect in the direction

perpendicular to the panel equally at all points along the

interfaces of the composite beam element and have equal

curvature at any cross-section.

(4) The load-slip curve for a shear connector is the

same under negative and positive loads.

Based on these assumptions, the only nonlinear source

considered in this study is the nonlinear behavior of

connectors. As long as we are dealing with working and not

ultimate loads with regard to the strength of the beam,

these assumptions seem to be justified.
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Fig. 3.1. Configuration of Composite I-Beam Element (Substructure)
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The shell element used for the idealization of the

coverings of the composite beam is limited to the case of

small displacements and small strains, and this, together

with the assumption of Kirchhoff plate bending theory,

means that the in-plane or membrane action is uncoupled

from plate bending action. With this simplification, the

development of the shell element can most expediently be

accomplished by developing the element stiffness for the

two actions independently and subsequently combining the

stiffness to form the shell element stiffness.

The elements under consideration have been used in the

existing general purpose finite element program SAPIV [11].

Each element has the shape of a quadrilateral built up from

the assembly of four triangles.

A typical quadrilateral element together with the four

triangles from which it is constructed is shown in Fig.

3.2. The exterior nodes (1),(D,(3),(i)lie on the middle

surface of the shell. The coordinates of the central

interior node O5 will taken as the average of the

coordinates of nodes° ,0 , 0,

3.2.1. Constrained Linear Strain Triangular Element

The in-plane stress triangular element used in this



Y

V

Fig. 3.2. Quadrilateral Shell Element before Static Condensation
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study and originally proposed by Fraeijs De Veubeke [26]

has two degrees-of-freedom at each nodal point. The

displacements are assumed to vary quadratically between

nodal points. This requires three nodes along each edge to

ensure continuity across the boundaries and results in a

linear variation of the three strain components over the

entire element. This element has been extensively tried

and found to represent a significant improvement over the

CST (Constant Strain Triangle) mesh, a commonly used plane

stress element having similar or larger number of degrees

of freedom. In particular, interface strain "jumps" are

greatly reduced [20].

The quadratic membrane displacement function for the

LST (Linear Strain Triangle) element, together with the

nodal point degrees-of-freedom, are shown in Fig. 3.3.;

i.e., three corners (3), (2), (3), plus the midpoints of

the sides (4), (i), (6). This element has then 12

kinematic degrees-of-freedom. The mid-side node of the

side of the triangle destined to form one external side of

the quadrilateral can be eliminated by constraint of the

displacements u and v to vary linearly along that side;

i.e., u4= (u1 + u2)/2 and v4= (v1 + v2)/2 [35]. This

elimination leads to a constrained LST with 10 degrees of

freedom and no mid-side nodes.

The element stiffness is most conveniently derived by
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first establishing the strain displacement matrix [B] for

the linear strain triangle and subsequently applying the

constraints u4 = (u1 + u2)/2 and v4= (vi + v2)/2 on the

matrix [B]. The displacement functions for the linear

strain triangle in triangular coordinates are :

U

(2L1 - 1) L1

(2L2 1) L2

(2L3 - 1) L3

4L
1
L
2

4L
2
L
3

4L
3
L
1

T

{u}e and v =

(2L1 1) L1

(2L2 - 1) L2

(2L3 1) L3

4L1L2

4L
2
L
3

4L
3
L
1

T

(3.1)

where L
1,

L
2

and L
3
are triangular coordinates defined as

1

L. = (ci + bix + aiy)
2A

ai = xk - xj

Eai = 0

bi = yj - yk

Eb. = 0

ci = 2Aik = xj yk - xkyj

(3.2)
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2A =

1 x
1

y
1

1 x2 y2

1 x3 y3

fule= {u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6}

{ v}e= { vl v2 v3 v4 v5 v6}

Ajk is the area subtended by corners j, k and the origin

of coordinates. j and k denote the first and second cyclic

permutations of i = 1,2,3 (i.e. j = 2,3,1 and k = 3,1,2).

{u}e and {v}e represents the nodal displacements of an

element.

With Eq. (3.1), the strain at any point of an element

can be evaluated as

{E} =

e
x

E
Y

Yxy

au

ax

av

ay

DU av

ay DX

,e
= [B] {;e} (3.3)

From Eq.(3.2) the following important differential

relationships between the triangular coordinate system and

Cartesian coordinate system can be noted :

9Li b.
i

3Li ai

x 2A 3 y 2A
(3.4)
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By substituting elements of Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (3.3)

and considering the rules for differentiation of

triangular coordinates defined in Eq. (3.4), the matrix [B]

can be written as

EBT-2-K

(4L1-1)

0

ai (411-1)

b2(4L2-1)

0

a2(4L2-1)

b3(4L3-1)

0

a3(4L3-1)

4(biL2+b2L1 )

0

4(a2L1 +a1L2)

4(b3L2+b2L3)

0

4(a3L2+a2L3)

4(b3L1 +biL3)

0

4 (a3Li+aiL3)

0 0 0 0 0 0

ai (411-1) a2(4L2-1) a3(4L3-1) 4(a2Li+aiL2) 4(a3L2+a2L3) 4(a3Li+aiL3)

b., (411-1) 4L2-1) b3(4L3-1) 4(biL2+L2bi) 4(b3L2 +b2L3) 4(b3Li+biL3)

The stiffness matrix for any type of element can be

evaluated as

[K] e = [B]T[C] [B] dV
V

(3.5)

(3.6)

in which [C] is the constitutive matrix.

The element stiffness for the constrained LST is now

obtained by modifying the [B] matrix; adding one-half of

column 4 to columns land 2 and adding one-half of column

10 to columns 7 and 8.

For integration it is useful to use the following

factorial formula:

ff
3''1"ra

rb rC dcl A -
2

A

alb!c!

(a + b + c + 2) 1
2A (3.7)
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Alternatively, Felippa [201 used an interpolation

matrix for stresses and strains to evaluate the stiffness

matrix. This approach expresses the stresses and strains

in terms of their nodal values. Because the order of the

stress and strain polynomials is less than the order of the

displacement model by at least one, a smaller number of

nodal values of the stresses and strains is usually

sufficient to define the element stresses and strains. For

the LST element, only three nodal values of each strain,

say at the corner nodes, will suffice to define the element

strains.

The stresses and strains may be expressed in terms of

their nodal values by interpolation models

{c} [NE13x9{en}9x1 and
{a} [N013x9{6n}9x1 (3.8)

where {En }, {an} are the vectors of nodal strains and nodal

stresses, respectively, and (NE1 and {Na1 are the

interpolation models.

For the LST

stress and strain

{NE] = {Nal

element

are

=

the interpolation

identical.

{NOT {0}T {0}T

{0}T {NOT ICJ

{0}T {0}T {NOT

models for the

(3.9)
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{N1 }T = [L1 L2 L3]

Furthermore, the nodal strain vector {en} can be

written in terms of the nodal displacements by evaluating

the matrix [B] of Eq. (3.3) at the appropriate nodes

{en} = [Bn] {U }e (3.10)

in which [Bn] is the nodal strain displacement matrix.

For LST elements,

where

[Bn =

[311]

[B21]

[B11] [0]

[0] [B21]

[B21] [B11]

3b
1

-b
2

-b
1

3b
2

-b
1

-b
2

3a
1

-al

-a2

3a2

-al -a2

(3.11a)

-b
3

4b
2

0 4b
3

-b
3

4b
1

4b
3

0 (3.11b)

3b
3

0 4b
2

4b1

-a3 4a
2

0 4a
3

-a3 4a
1

4a
3

0 (3.11c)

3a
3

0 4a
2

4a
1

We relate the stresses at the nodes to the strains at the

nodes by a stress-strain matrix which has the appropriate



nodal values of the material properties

ianl= [Cn] {en} = [Cn] [B1.1] {1\1 }e (3.12)

in which [Cn] is the nodal stress-strain matrix.

The strain energy integral may be expressed as follows:

1
U =

2
-Jeff 1E1

T{a}dV

V

=
1

f6 }
T
fff [N ]

T
[N DV{a }2nyean

ue

= ±- fuel[B ]T Iff[N ]T[N DV[C ][B ]re}2vn yea nnv

Therefore, we can define the stiffness matrix as

where

[K] = [Bn]T [E] [Cn] [Bn]

[E] = ff.!' [N ]
T

[NQ] dV

V

[NE ]T

(3.13)

(3.14a)

(3.14b)

The integral can be evaluated by the factorial formula (Eq.

3.7) .

Again, the element stiffness for the constrained LST

is obtained by modifying the [Bn] matrix; adding one-half

of column 4 to columns 1 and 2 and adding one-half of

column 10 to columns 7 and 8.

The resulting [Bn] matrix is as follows :



[1711] [0]

[13-n1
[0] [211

[121] [:11]
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(3.15a)

in which

1

--
2A

b
1
-2b

3

b
1

b
2

b
2
-2b

3

-b
3

-b
3

0

4b
3

4b
3

0 (3.15b)

-b
2

3b3 4b
2

4b1
1

al-2a3 a2 -a3 0 4a
3

1

[15-21]
al a2-2a3 -a3 4a

3
0 (3.15c)

2A
-a

1
-a

2
3a3 4a2 4a

1

When four linear, constrained, strain triangles are

assembled, the resulting quadrilateral has five interior

nodes, as shown in Fig. 3.4a. The displacements at

interior nodes can be eliminated by matrix condensation.

Consequently, the resulting element has a stiffness matrix

of size 8 X 8 shown as Fig. 3.4b.

3.2.2. Plate Bending Element

The desirable form of the plate bending element is
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U2

Fig. 3.4. (a) Quadrilateral of Linear Constrained Strain
Triangle before Static Condensation

(b) Quadrilateral of Linear Constrained Strain
Triangle after Static Condensation
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shown in Fig. 3.5. It has a Z direction direct force and

two bending moments at each vertex, with no interior points

or points on the boundary between the vertices. The plate

element used in this study is a linear curvature compatible

triangle derived by Clough and Tocher [17] in Cartesian

coordinates and by Carr [12] in triangular coordinates

based on the work of Felippa [20]. According to the basic

assumptions of Kirchhoff thin plate theory (normals remain

normal and neglecting transverse shear deformation), the

deformation is completely described by the transverse

deflection of the middle surface of the plate w only. At

each node of the triangular plate element, the transverse

displacement w and slopes (rotations) about the X- and Y-

axes are taken as the degree of freedom. Thus,

x

Dw

ay

aw

y ax

(3.16)

For Ay, the negative value of the derivative indicates

that if we take a positive displacement dw at a distance dx

from node(, the rotation dw/dx about the Y-axis at node®

will be opposite to the direction of the degree of freedom

Oy. Since there are nine displacement degrees of freedom

in the element, the assumed polynomial for w(x,y) must also

contain nine constant terms.
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Fig. 3.5. Nine Degrees of Freedom Triangle Plate
Bending Element
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It has been realized that the interelement

compatibility or conformity is an important property to

ensure that the element formulation converges. The

conformity requirement for the plate problems is that the

interelement continuity is required for both the transverse

displacement and the slope normal to the element boundary.

Irons and Draper [33] pointed out that it is impossible to

formulate a compatible triangular element with 9 degrees of

freedom with a single-field polynomial expansion for w. To

achieve a conforming element, while still using only three

geometric degrees of freedom at each node, Clough [17]

introduced what Gallagher [27] has labeled as the

"subdomain approach" in which the main triangle is

subdivided into three subtriangles which are labeled,&,a,

and Q as shown in Fig. 3.6a. Point 0 is the centroid of

triangle® -0-0 . A complete cubic polynomial (10

terms) is used in each subregion for the displacement w.

The nodal system for subelement is shown in Fig. 3.6b.

This consists of the transverse deflection w and the global

rotations atey at each corner as well as the normal

rotation 8 = N.4/31.1 at the midpoint of the external side.

The basic degrees of freedom are therefore 30 in number and

immediately reduced to 24 by imposition of the six

conditions associated with the compatibility of

displacement at the interior node a
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Fig. 3.6. Subdomain Model of Triangular
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As can be noted in Fig. 3.6b., the nodal displacement

vector for subelement 1 is

(1)
{ }

T
= 1w2 6x2 ey2 w3 ex3 ey3 w0

e x0 ey0
(3.17)

and the associated cubic interpolation functions expressed

in triangular coordinates are

{4)(1)}=

(
L2(3 - 2L1) + 6u31) LiL2L3

2 (1) (1) (1)..(1) ( )OIL L LLi(b31)L2L2 b2 L3) + u3 1 2 3

Li(( (, (a(u(
a31)L2(a3

1) L2 - a21)L3) 1)3 1) 41))LiL2L3

L2(3 - 2L 2) + 6x (1)
L

1
L L2 3

L22 (b(1 1)L

3 3
- b(1)L

1

(41) b
3

(1) (1)x3 )L
1

L
2

L3

L22(41)L3 41)L1) (41) - 41)A 1.) )L/L2L3

L3(3 - 2L3)

2 (1) (1) ,
L

3
(b

2
L

1
b

1
L2)

L
2

(a
(1)

L a(1)L )
3 2 1 1 2

(
4h

3

1)
L

1
L

2
L3

(3.18)

(= d(1)/1(1) and ( =where 3
1)

3 3 an u3 1) - 1-A1); L1, L2 and L3 are

triangular coordinates defined in each subelement, that is,
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in subelement 1, L
1

= Lily. The superscripts correspond to

the subelement number. The intrinsic dimensions are

defined by renumbering the three corners of the subelement

to 1-2-3 where 3 is the internal node & as shown in Fig.

3.7. The interpolation function for subelement 2 and 3 are

the same as Eq. (3.18) except we must replace its

corresponding dimensions.

It can be seen that the complete kinematic field for

triangle 1-2-3 may be specified in terms of 15 degrees of

freedom arranged as follows:

where

1 T
= [YT I ]

0

rr

'Y'
11.

1-141,°x1,°y1,1"t2 ex2,63y2,143,8x3,6y3,en4,en5,6n63

T_
"0,8x0,8y0]

(3.19)

The displacement in subelement can be expressed as

(1) (1) T _ (1) T (1) y
w = f(1) fyl = Pci) {4)0 ] fy0)

where

(3.20)
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a. = xk -
j1

j
Y
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ra. = 0

Eb. = 0

(a) Global Dimensions

= ai + b.

. 2A

= (aiak - bibk)

d.
=

= 1 - xi

(b) Intrinsic Dimensions

Fig. 3.7. Dimensions of Arbitrary Triangular Element
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0

L21(3-2L1) + 641)142L3

2 (1) (1) , (1)u(1)_b(1)Li(b3 L2-b2 L3) ko KiL2L3

3.)1_3) (41)41)_a(11))1421.3L1(414.2-a

L2(3-2L ) + 6x(1)L L L
2 3 1 2 3

2 (1) (1) (1)..,(1)_(
L

2
(b

1
L

3
-b

3
L1)

(o 2 "3
1) )L

1
L

2
L3

,2(,(1), _,(1),
''1 L3 '3 '

(
4h

3

1)
L

1
L

2
L3

L3(3 - 2L 3)

2 (1) (1)L3(b2 Li-bi L2)

L3(a21)L1- a(1)L2))
3 1

(1) -a( 1) A( 1) L L
2 -3 3 1 2 3

0

0

(3.21)
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The submatrices {,1)} and Icp1)} represent the

interpolation function for the external and internal nodal

displacement respectively.

The complete system of displacement can be written

.
W(1)

{q5(e
1)}T (1) T

f4) 0 /

w(2) (2 T
{4)(2)1T

4) 0
)

{ 1

w(3) (3) T
f(1)

(3)1T
14) 0 1e

YO

(3.22)
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Because of common displacements imposed at the nodes

for the element defined above, full compatibility of

transverse displacement along the 3 internal sides has been

automatically achieved. However, their normal slopes

differ between the nodes. Hence; Eq. (3.22) does not

represent an internally compatible displacement field. In

order to satisfy the continuity of the normal slope along

these interfaces, an extra condition on each side is

required. We select to match the normal slope of the

adjacent subelements at the internal midpoints a ® and ®9

in Fig. 3.6.a. This provides 3 equations of constraint.

e
(1)

0
n7 n7

(2) + (1)
n n8 8

(3) (2)
n9

en9

o

(3.23)

The sign convention for these slope is denoted as positive

when directed outwardly.

The derivatives of the function f(Li) in the

directions of the internal normals can be calculated as

of = 1(IL Q + z) 21--d (no sum)

°
an. 2A aL. 1

J

1 1
(3.24)

where ni is a component of the local cartesian systems (si,
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ni), i = 1, 2, 3, defined with the si axes along the ith

sides of the triangle, in a counterclockwise cyclic sense

and with origin at the corners. The ni axes are directed

inward normal to the corresponding sides.

The normal slope was computed at each of internal

midpoints 0, ®, 09 in each subelement. For example,

subelement 1 will be considered. Therefore, with f =

wi(Li1)) and after differentiating {7/;(1)} with respect to

Lily1) (1) (1)
, L2 and L3 , substituting into Eq. (3.24) and

evaluation at midpoints() (LP-) = LP-) = 1/2, LP-) = 0) and

(Lil) =0, LP-) = LV-) = 1/2) the following expression

is obtained

°J1,17 'an

)
(1)

17 7 '

rib(1)1T
'

(1)1T1 fy

YO

(3.25)

where Ib41)} is {a(Pe(1)/an} and {b$01)} isfacb(V-)/an}; both

evaluated at node 0.
Eq. (3.23) can be rewritten as

(1) T (3)
({b

7
+ {b

7
'1
T

)

({b(82)}1- 0431)1T)

\ 9

(03(3)1T {b(92)1T)

) T ()
({b7o } + {b70 }

T
)

(0380)1T {q301)}T)

( {b90) }T c 'k(20
),T\

90 9 1

0

0

(3.26)

Eq. (3.26) may be expressed symbolically as follows
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(3.27)

from which the 3 degrees-of-freedom at the centroid may be

expressed in terms of the 12 external degrees-of-freedom,

i.e.,

{y0} [130]-1[B]{1} [L]fl}
(3.28)

Finally, the displacement field which satisfies both

internal and external compatibility over each subelement

becomes

Sr.

w(1)

W
(2)

w(3)

(1) (1)
{(1)e {(P0 }T [L]

(2) T (2) r i
f(1)

e
} + f(1)

o
}
TLLJ

r.(3)1T (3)1
'Pe '

1po }T[L]

{-y} =

{

T'
^(1)
(1)

{4)(2) }T

^(3) T4
A

{-0 (3.29)

An explicit expressions for {4)(1)}T, 6(2)-T and ;(3) }T

have been derived by Clough and Felippa [16].

Since the assumed displacement functions w (i) (x,y) are

cubic, the 3 curvature components must vary linearly within

each subelement. Thus, the curvature field can be

expressed as the product of linear interpolation functions

multiplied by the curvatures at the 3 subtriangle corner

nodes.

Within any subelement "i" the curvature {X")} can be



obtained by differentiation of the displacement field.

Thus

fx
(i)

13x1

w(i)
2^0)

xx
ax

w(i)

2)
a 4)

0
=

YY ay
2

w(i)

2(i)
a ct)

2
xy axay

L
1

0

0

L
2

0

0

L
3

0

0

0

L1

0

0

L2

0

0

L3

0

0

0

L
1

0

0

L
2

0

0

L
3

fxn 19x1
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(3.30)

where {Xicli)} is the nodal curvatures for subelement "i".

Consider subelement 1,

Ix(1)1T rw(1) w(1) w(1) w(1) w(1) w(1) w(1) w(1) w(1)1

n ' L xx2 xx3 xx0 yy2 yy3 yy0 xy2 xy3 xy0'

(3.31)

The nodal curvature can be obtained by differentiating

twice the interpolation vector with respect to the global

axis and evaluate by replacing the triangular coordinates

of the subelement corners, which gives
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(3.32)

The strain energy of subelement "i" due to bending is then

evaluated as

U(i) =
1

ff {m(i) }T {x(i)}dA
2

A

where {m(1)} is the internal moments given by

=CD
(i)3{x(i)}

(3.33)

(3.34)

The matrix [D(i)] is the constitutive relationship for the

element material.

Substituting Eqs. (3.30), (3.32) and (3.34) into Eq.

(3.33)

U
(i) tylT ET1(11)3TIAN T

)1[N]dA[Tr(ii)] {y}

A

(i) T (i)
U = --fy} [K ] cy}

2

where

(3.35)



[KM] = ETI(Ii)1 12x9
EG(i)]

9x9
[Tn(i)]

9x12

[G(i)]9x9
A
[Ni9x3ED(i)]3x3[N]3x9dA
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(3.36)

(3.37)

The stiffness matrix of the complete triangle is obtained

by merely adding the contributions of the three

subelements. This element is denoted by the symbol LCCT-12

(Linear Curvature Compatible Triangle with 12 degrees-of-

freedom) ; shown in Fig. 3.6a.

Since the presence of midside nodal points is

undesirable, these points can be eliminated by constraining

the normal slope to vary linearly along each side.

Consider subtriangleA.\. MidpointS of the external

side 2 - 3 is eliminated by setting

1 . +0 )a +(e +e -)b,]
8n5 -ux5ii 'y5 z, 29,1 x2 x3 1 yz yi

= e
Y5

COS8 - 0
x5

sine

(e +e

2

+e
y3

2

) (0
x2

+ e
x3

)

cose sine

where cose = - al/Q1 and sine = - b1/91

Similarly for subtriangleAandA

e
n6

= e

a? b
2 -1

+ e = --1(e +e )a +0 )b (3.39)

(3.38)

x6 k2 y6 .9.2 22,2 xl x3 z y1 y3 2



a
3

b
3

e = 0x4
3

u 4n4 y

[(exl 0x2)a3 (ey1 ey2)b3]

100

(3.40)

Using theses conditions, the displacement interpolation

expression for each subelement in Eq. (3.29) can be reduced

to only 9 components and the stiffness matrix thus reduced

accordingly. This element is denoted by the symbol LCCT-9

(Linear Curvature Compatible Triangle with 9 degrees-of-

freedom).

Four triangles may be used to compose a plate-bending

quadrilateral with normal-slope compatibility, as shown in

Fig. 3.8a. In this configuration the interior nodal

displacements are eliminated to produce a stiffness matrix

of size 12 x 12 as shown in Fig. 3.8b. When compared with

other quadrilaterals having only twelve displacement

coordinates at exterior nodes, this quadrilateral proves to

be the most accurate [16].

With the two independent stiffnesses having now been

independently derived, the shell element stiffness matrix

can be obtained by superimposing the plane stress and the

plate bending stiffnesses.

3.2.3 In-plane Rotation Stiffness

The superposition of the plane stress and the plate
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bending stiffnesses in a three-dimensional space yields an

element stiffness matrix that has zero in-plane rotational

stiffness in the normal direction of the tangent plane.

The value of K equal to 10 times the smallest bending

stiffness is thus added into this degree-of-freedom to

obtain 6 stiffness degrees-of-freedom per node. This value

is chosen to remove the in-plane rotational singularity

from the element stiffness matrix when the local x-y-z axes

coincide with the global X-Y-Z axes [25].

3.3. Beam Element

The beam element used to represent the web of the

composite beam superelement (or substructure) in this study

was assumed to be a straight bar of uniform cross section.

The deformations considered in developing the element were

those caused by torsion, bending about the two principal

axes of the cross-section, axial force and two-components

of transverse shear.

Fig. 3.9. shows the location and positive direction of

these forces. The corresponding displacements ul, u2,

u12, are considered to be positive in the positive

directions of the forces.

The derivation of the beam element can be found in

References 58 and 69. The stiffness matrix is of order 12



Fig. 3.9. Beam Element

12
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x 12 given by

12 x 12
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where (py and (1)

x
are shear deformation parameters given by

and

12E1 z
(1)\,

G A 2, 2sy

A
= 24 ( 1+v ) -A()( z 2

Sy

12E1
= 24(1+v) -AA (12 )

2

G Asz sz

(3.41a)

(3.41b)

If ) /2, and y /2 representing ratios of radius of gyration
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to element length, are small compared with unity as in the

case of a slender member, both (13y and (1)z can be taken equal

to zero in Eq. (3.41).

3.4. Spring Element

Fig. 3.10a shows a section of a composite beam. The

beam is made from three materials 1, 2 and 3, joined by

semirigid connectors. Under loading, a certain amount of

slip will take place in the interfaces of the constituent

layers, all of which will affect the stiffness of the

composite beam.

To model the interface slip behavior, a spring element

was developed in this study. The spring elements are

assigned spring stiffness to represent the degree of

interaction between the flanges and the web. The spring

element as shown in Fig. 3.10b can be conceptually thought

of as a spring without dimensions placed parallel to the

joint surface at the nailed location.

For a spring element, the stress-strain relationship

is given by

FA IFBI

K -K

-K

4A AA

= [K] (3.42)

AB ABI

in which k is an assigned spring stiffness coefficient.
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AA and AB are the displacements on the flange and on the

web, respectively, at the interface.

The displacements AA and A. B can be calculated in

terms of the longitudinal displacements and slope of the

flange and web in matrix form as

or

rA 0 1

B 1 0

tf
2

ts
2

u
3

ul

>
(3.43)

aw
ax

u3

[A] 1 (3.44)

ax

where ttf, is are the top flange thickness and the web

depth, respectively. ul and u3 are the displacements

corresponding to point on the web middepth and point

on the flange directly over the web as shown in Fig. 3.10.

The slip, DAB, at the interface is the relative movement in

the x-direction of initially adjacent particles as shown in

Fig. 3.10b. It can be expressed in terms of the

displacements for the flanges and web as



3W
A AB = AB -AA = u

3
u

1

+ e1 Dc
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(3.45)

in which el is the distance between the cen t ro id of the

flange and the web. It has been assumed in Eq. (3.45) that

the vertical displacement w for the flanges equals the

displacement w for the web. Likewise, the rotation dw/dx

of the flanges has been assumed equal to the rotations for

the web.

The stiffness matrix [K] must transformed to the

global coordinates using equations (3.42) and (3.43). This

transformation results in the relation.

and

FF31

M1

[K]

[K] = [Al T [R1 [A] =

ul

u3

3W

ax

k -k ke
1

-k k -ke
1

ke
1

-ke
1

ke1

(3.46)

(3.47)

where F3, F1 and M1 are forces corresponding to u3, ul and

aw/Dx respectively.

The stiffness coefficient k in Eq. (3.47) is the slope
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of the load-slip curve for the connector. Since the load-

slip behavior is nonlinear, a linear step-by-step analysis

approach has to be used. This approach calls for a

multilinear representation of material stiffness, each

associated with a linear modulus. The stepwise linear

solution used in this study is started by describing the

load-slip curve by a series of discrete points. The

initial modulus is the slope corresponding to the first two

points. At the end of each interval, the slip modulus for

every spring element along the composite beam length is re-

evaluated using the slip calculated by Eq. (3.45)

corresponding to the load-slip curve from the preceding

interval. A new spring stiffness value is assigned to the

corresponding spring element and a new stiffness matrix is

formed.

3.5. Linear Constraint Equations

3.5.1. General

Constraint equations define the relationships between

selected degrees-of-freedom that are supplemental to the

relationships represented by the basic matrix equations.

In structural analyses, such constraint equations are

commonly used to properly represent various boundary
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conditions such as skewed supports, support settlements,

rigid links and ensuring interelement continuity between

different order elements. The constraint method is based

on the theorem of minimum potential energy and may be

stated mathematically as the problem of minimizing the

potential energy of an elastic structure, subject to a set

of constraints [53,611, i.e.,

1
min II = 2 {6}T [K]{d} - {s}T{R}

subject to linear equality constraints

(3.48)

[c] {6} {d} {0} (3.49)

where:

II represents the energy functional. (This is

referred to in variational calculus as the

objective function)

{ 6} nxl 61 82 8n1T

is the displacement vector containing the

full list of nodal displacements

[Kinxn is the stiffness matrix for the structure

[Cclrxn is a matrix of constraint coefficients

{d}rx1 contains the values of enforced constraints

which are zero in many applications

The various methods of incorporating constraint
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equations into stiffness equation are: (1) the Lagrange

multiplier method [18,37,72], (2) penalty function method

[4,21,22], (3) transformation method [27,62] and (4)

matrix modification techniques [19]. Before selecting a

method to be incorporated in the computer program SAPWOOD,

one of the first tasks is an extensive review of research

on the constraint method. The results of this review are

discussed in the following sections.

3.5.2. The Lagrange Multiplier Method

The Lagrange multiplier method is a widely used

technique for formulating constrained minimization

problems. In this method, we introduce r new parameters in

the form of "multipliers", al, xr r is the number

of constraint equations. A new functional is constructed.

where

II = II + {X }T ([Cc] {8} {d}) (3.50)

{A}
T

= [A102 x

The variation of the new functional is

sn = 611+ s{a}T ( [Cc] {a} - {d}) + {a }T a ([Cc ] {a} - {d})

(3.51)
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[CC] {6} fcn. = {0}

and hence

o([Cc] {s} = {0}

and

61I = 0

invoke that

611 = 0

It appears, therefore, that it is always possible to

introduce additional parameters xi, i = 1,2,..,r and

modify a functional to include any prescribed constraints.

We can determine the quantities 61, 62, (n is the

number of degrees-of-freedom), and the ratios Al,A2,..,Xr

from the equations

fi a fi 0
= ,

D62
0

n

fl
ax2

aII
0nr

Eq. (3.52) can be arranged in matrix form

(3.52)



and

or

[K] {s} {R} + [Cc]l. {x} = CO}

[Cc] {(3] - {d} = {0}

T`

[K] 1 [Cc]

[Cc] 1 [0]

113

(3.53)

(3.53a)

= {0} (3.53b)

from which both the sets of parameters {6} and fAI can be

obtained. Clearly the Lagrange multiplier concept has

resulted in the inconvenience of increasing the number of

unknown parameters to be solved for, as well as yielding a

nonpositive definite matrices. Therefore, computational

difficulties may be encountered unless the solution process

allows for zero diagonal terms. However, the method of

Lagrange multipliers is mathematically elegant and it

preserves the generally sparse unconstrained stiffness

matrix.

3.5.3. Penalty-Function Method

The idea behind a penalty-function is simple. Rather

than trying to solve the constrained problem, a penalty
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term that takes care of the constraints is added to the

original objective function II. Thus, the penalty function

approach is to transform the constrained problem into the

unconstrained problem and delete the constraints. A

penalty function used in this study is defined as

II = II + ([C
c
] {s} - fcil)T [a] ([Cc] {6} - {d}) (3.54)

where [a] = diag(ai) is a diagonal matrix of "penalty

parameters", such that {6}T[a] {6} >> {S}T[K]{6} for all {6}

is a nonnegative number, sometimes called the response

factor. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.

(3.54) can be interpreted as a penalty term that takes care

of the constraints. The penalty term is selected such

that, if minimization is performed for a sequence of values

a -the solution may be forced to converge to that of the

constrained problem. Thus the penalty parameters al

perform the weighting between the objective function value

and the penalty term. The variation of the new functional

with respect to {S} leads to

([K] + [Gc]T [a] [Cc]) {6} = {R} + [Cc]T [a] {d} (3.55)

If the matrix [a] is a null matrix, the constraints are

ignored. As [a] grows, {6} changes in such a way that

constraint equations are more nearly satisfied. Thus, the
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solution obtained by the stationary of the functional II

will satisfy the constraints only approximately. The

larger the value of the better the constraints will be

achieved.

The penalty function approach appears to be a viable

and useful method of imposing constraints in the finite

element context. The constraint introduces no additional

unknown parameters, but neither does it decrease their

original number. The process will always result in

strongly positive define matrices if the original

variational principle is one of a minimum. However, there

are numerical difficulties. Multiplication by the response

factor introduces large numbers into off-diagonal terms and

may cause ill-conditioning of the equations. There is also

a problem of how to select the response factor. If a very

large penalty is used, the system tends to lock-up, i.e.,

yield a zero solution [72]. Obviously a purely numerical

conflict may exist between the accuracy attainable and

numerical conditioning of the resulting discretized

equation. Zienkiewicz [71] points out that the question

of deciding what value of ai is "sufficiently large" must

in general be left to an empirical test. One way of doing

this is to find the average value of the original diagonal

terms to be modified by the constraint and then the

constraint equation penalty could be selected to be 100 or
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1000 times larger.

3.5.4. Transformation method

In the transformation method, Eq. (3.49) is rearranged

and written in partitioned form as

{s g}

[ [0] [Ci] [Cc] ] c f6.1

f6
c
1

- {d} = {0} (3.56)

where the set {8 } is the degrees-of-freedom not involved

in the constraint equations, {80 is the degrees-of-freedom

which the various {6c} terms are constrained to, {c} is

the constrained degrees of freedom to be eliminated, [0] is

a null matrix, and [CO, [Cc] are matrices of constants.

Eq. (3.56) now furnishes

{6c} [Ti] "i} [Td] {d} (3.57)

with the transformation matrices

[TO = [Cc]-1 [CO

(3.58)
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The following transformation of degrees-of-freedom can then

be obtained

{sg} [I] [0] {(5 g} {0}

{60 [0] [I] {0}

lac/ [0] [Ti] 6.} [Td]{d}

= [T] {c} (3.59)

where {C} is a constant vector

{0}

{C} = {0} (3.60)

[I'd] {d}

Partitioning of [K] and fRl according to the variables

{ag}, {si} and

1

II = -
2

1

= -
2

{6c}

T

{60

"cl

{6

[T]

{60

leads to the

K K Kgg gi Kgc

Ki K..
1

K.g 1 Kic

K K Kcg ci cc

}

+ {C}

expression

1

{60

{6C}

[K] [T]

{8
g

}

{60

to 1

{5g}

tail

T

{Rc}
{

+ {c}



T {Rg}
{8 }

[rn + {C}} {Ri}

{Si}
{Rc}
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(3.61)

This results in the following expression in the independent

variables {8g} and {80:

II

where

and

[K
gg

] = [K
gg

]

*
K K
gg gi

* *
K.

lig
K11 ..

* *
[K

gi
= [Kig] = [K

gi
] + [Kgc][Ti]

[40 = [Kii] + (2)[TOT[Kci] + [TX[Kcc][Ti]

{R } = {Rg} [Kgc][Td]{d}

{R.} = + [TOT{ [Kic][Td]{d}

- [Ti]T[Kcc][Tpd}

T

1

C = {d}T[Td] T [Kcc][Tcl] {dl - {d}
T
[lid]

T
{Rc}

2

{R}

+ C

R.}

(3.62)

(3.63)

Minimization of the potential energy with respect to {S g}



and {80 yields

K* K.
99 91

Kig K..
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(3.64)

Since all the terms of [Ti] and [Td] can be calculated

from the constraint equation by Eq. (3.50), the condensed

stiffness and load vector in Eq. (3.63) can be constructed

directly. Solution of Eq. (3.63) and substitution into Eq.

(3.57) furnishes {og}, {60 and {6c}. The transformation

method, which condenses out as many degrees of freedom as

there are constraint equations, leads to a reduced problem

size with a positive definite system matrix. However, this

method involves large matrix operations along with the

reordering and condensing of the stiffness equations.

Depending on the constraint equations, the density of the

system matrix can increase considerably. Thus, to

implement the method into a skyline solver, the following

portions of the code must be modified: (1) the numbering

of the unknowns; (2) the calculation of skyline; (3) the

assembly of the load vector; (4) the assembly of the

stiffness matrix.

3.5.5. Matrix Modification Techniques

The matrix modification techniques, proposed by
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Curiskis and Valliappan [19], are quite similar to the

transformation method. Instead of performing large matrix

operations, row and column manipulations are used to

incorporate the constraints into the matrix equations.

The force-displacement relation for a system having

n degree of freedom can be obtained by minimizing the

potential energy (Eq. 3.48) with respect to fO, i.e.,

[K]{6} = {R} (3.65)

Alternatively, expanding the ith equation, this can be

written as

n

E K.. 6. = R. i= 1, 2,3 , n (3.66)
j1 3 1

A general form of a linear constraint equation, in which

the constrained degree of freedom equals certain

coefficients times several free and unknown degrees of

freedom, plus a constant, can be written as

n

sc = E CP sP + dc
P=1

pkc

(3.67)

where {C p} is a set of (n-1) dimensionless constants. If

the displacement Sc is constrained in terms of m

independent, free and unknown displacements, only m of the

constants in C are nonzero. d c
is the intercept constant.



Substitution of Eq. (3.67) into Eq. (3.66) yields

n

K. d
c

+ E (K.. + C.K. )6. = R.
lc j j 1

j=1
(jxc)
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(3.68)

Eq. (3.68) is equivalent to performing a set of column

manipulations, i.e., we add (Cp x column c) to column p

of the stiffness matrix [K] for non-zero C . The modified

form of Eq. (3.65) resulting from the above column

operations is now unsymmetrical and would be inefficient to

store and solve. To restore symmetry we have to add

(C x row c) to row p giving

n

(K. + C K )dc + E [K..+C.K. +C.(K +C.K )] 6.
is p cc

j=1
ij j is cj j cc

(jc)
= R. + C Rpc

(3.69)

Eq. (3.69) implies the following operations on the

previously modified assemblage of equations.

(1) Add (C x row c) to row p of the column-modified

stiffness matrix for C 0.

(2) Add (C x cth force component) to the pth force

component in the nodal force vector {R} for Cp/

0.

Thus, applying one constraint at a time is equivalent

to performing a set of row and column manipulations. The
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modified stiffness matrix is symmetric, positive definite,

sparse and banded about the diagonal. However, the

bandwidth required for a problem altered by the inclusion

of the constraint equations will, in general, be greater

than for the original system which does not include the

constraint equations. Therefore, the implementation

requires the addition of a subroutine to calculate the

bandwidth required for the constraints and a subroutine to

perform the required modifications to the assembled

equations.

3.5.6. An Algorithm for Linear Constraint Equation

In selecting a method for the application in this

study, the major factors considered were the possible

implementation with only minor modification to the program

SAPWOOD and the desire to handle as general a constraint

equation as possible. Using the guidelines established

previously, the matrix modification technique appears to be

a suitable method for use in this study.

To implement the method outlined in Sec. 3.5.5., an

algorithm was developed from Eq. (3.68) and (3.69) for the

transformation of the unconstrained stiffness matrix into

the constrained stiffness matrix. In this study, the

transformation is performed at the substructure level. It
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can be summarized as a three stage process:

(1) set up constraint equations and perform the

transformation of the global load vector

(2) assemble the substructure stiffness matrix and

load vector using the direct stiffness matrix

(3) transform the substructure stiffness matrix and

load vector from the unconstrained form to

constrained form

A detailed description of stage (3) is given in this

section. To explain the modifications necessary, consider

the single constraint equation;

r

6 = d -F C
k k icsrj

j=1
(3.70)

in which r is the number of degree of freedom constraining

6k, {6} are the degrees-of-freedom that is constrained to,

[CO is an ordered 1 x r matrix of the constraint

coefficients corresponding to {Si} for the kth constraint

equation. Based on the method outlined in Sec. 3.5.5., the

only terms in the stiffness matrix that we have to modify

are those columns and rows involved in the constraint

equation. Furthermore, we can do this by a simple term-by-

term modification.

Defining Km,n and Rm as elements of the unmodified

stiffness matrix and load vector, respectively, and Km n,
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and Rm as the modified terms, the latter can be obtained

from the former as follows:

J
K..

J
= K1 .

1

*
K1 .

q
= K1 .

q
+ CkqKi

*
Kpi = K . + C K .

PJ kp kj
*

Kpq = Kpq + CkqKpk + Ckp(Kkq + CkqKkk)

Ri = R. K. 6

*
Rp = Rp Kpksk + Ckp(Rk Kkksk)

(3.71)

For i, j = j {sj} u p, q E fy
Since all the constrained degrees-of-freedom {did have been

eliminated from the constrained assembly, the remaining

degrees of freedom have to be reordered as

**
K
IJ

= K

where I, J are defined by

I = i Ef(n) ; n E. {60 ; i {60

1 if n <i
f(n) =

0 if n >

and

(3.72)
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Eg(ni) ; M
{S k}

;
{6k/

1 if m < j
g(m) = {

if m > j0

3.6. The Substructure Assemblage

A typical composite I-beam substructure as shown in

Fig. 3.1. is an assembly of a beam element and four shell

elements. The spring element used to account for the

nonlinear slip will be added separately. The resulting

substructure has 50 degrees-of-freedom, 25 on each face as

shown in Fig. 3.11. For the purpose of maintaining

compatibility between elements and reducing the solution

degrees of freedom, the following displacement constraints

were imposed on each face.

q7 q3

q11 q4

q20 q2

q25 q3

c19 q2

q14 q3

q21 q3

q10 q3

c118 = q3

q22 q15;

(3.73)

The resulting composite beam substructure has 30

degrees-of-freedom, 15 on each face as shown in Fig. 3.12.

The stiffness matrix of the complete structure is obtained

most conveniently by the direct stiffness procedure.



Fig. 3.11. Degrees of Freedom of Unconstrained I-Beam Substructure



Fig. 3.12. Degrees of Freedom of Constrained I-Beam Substructure
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IV PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AND ELEMENT LIBRARY OF SAPWOOD

4.1 Program Organization

SAPWOOD is written in FORTRAN 5 and is currently

operational on the Oregon State University CDC Cyber

170/720 computer. On some computers the maximum high speed

storage available can be adjusted automatically to the

total storage required during the execution process.

Unfortunately, this option is not available on the CDC

Cyber 170/720 computer. Thus, in some cases the maximum

storage of the computer governs the system size that can be

solved. To reduce the amount of storage required and to

make efficient use of the available field length, program

SAPWOOD is an overlaid program as shown in Fig. 4.1. The

complete solution process is divided into three distinct

phases which are input phase, assemblage of constant

structure matrices and the step-by-step solution. To

further reduce the storage required, the dynamic storage

allocations are adjusted during the three phases. The

overlay structure corresponds to the three phases of

execution listed above and considers the element library,

eigensystem calculation and ground motion input option.

The (0,0) overlay consists of the main program, driving

subroutines and spring subelements. The control
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information, nodal point input data and externally applied

load vector are read and generated in OVERLAY (1,0).

OVERLAY (2,0) to OVERLAY (7,0) include the element

subroutines. The eigensystem solution subroutines are in

OVERLAY (10,0). OVERLAY (11,0) consists of subroutines

generating load vectors and printing out displacements for

ground motion. The program is thus modular and can be

modified with ease.

4.2. Modeling of Joint Region

Fig. 4.2. Shows a typical plate form framing

construction of a low-rise light-frame wood building.

Wood-joist floor, wood-stud wall and header are joined

together by nails to form the completed frame assembly.

For accurate modeling of the behavior of a 2-D frame, the

joint region may need to be finely discretized with

membrane and linkage elements as shown in Fig. 4.3. Each

horizontal or vertical joint is modeled by one or more

linkage elements, with force-displacement relationships

chosen to model the actual behavior of the joints under

loading.

4.3. Element Libraries
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4.3.1. Truss Element

The truss element used to model the roof truss of a

low-rise wood building is available in program NONSAP. The

element is a two node member capable of transmitting axial

force only. The element is assumed to have constant area,

and may be used in linear elastic, materially nonlinear, or

large displacements with small strain analysis. In the

large displacement analysis, the updated Lagrangian

formulation is used. The member may have an arbitrary

orientation in the global Cartesian coordinate system as

shown in Fig. 4.4.

4.3.2. Two-dimensional Plane Stress Element

The 2-D plane stress elements used in this study is a

modified element from the similar element of the program

NONSAP. The elements available in program NONSAP are

variable-number-nodes, 3- to 8- nodes, isoparametric

quadrilaterals or triangles which must be input in the

global Y-Z plane, i.e., all X coordinates of 2-D element

nodes must be zero. Since the axis of the composite-beam

element developed in this study is along the X axis or Z

axis, the plane stress elements used to model the joint

area have to be in the X-Z plane, minor modifications are
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AVAILABLE AVILABLE
NONLINEAR FORMULATIONS MATERIAL MODELS

1. Linear Analysis 1. Linear Elastic

2. Materially Nonlinear 2. Nonlinear Elastic

3. Updated Lagrangian
with Large Displacements
but Small Strains

Fig. 4.4. Truss Element
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necessary. The element geometry, node number, input

sequence and material models available are described in

Fig. 4.5. The interpolation function used to interpolate

the geometry and displacements are defined as follow :

delete if node I is not included

h1=(4)RS

1
h

2
=(--4 )RS

h
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=(-1 )RS

h 4=(-4)RS-
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=
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AVAILABLE
NONLINEAR FORMULATIONS

AVAILABLE
MATERIAL MODELS

1. Linear Analysis 1. Linear Isotropic Elastic

2. Materially Nonlinear
only

2. Linear Orthotropic Elastic

3. Updated Lagrangian 3. Variable Tangent
Moduli Model

4. Total Lagrangian 4. Curve Description Nonlinear Model
(with or without Tension
Cut-Off Assumption)

5. Plasticity Models
(Von Mises or Drucker-
Prager Yield Condetion)

6. Nonlinear, Isotropic
Incompressible Elastic
(Mooney-Rivlin Material)

Fig. 4.5. Two-Dimensional Plane Stress, Plane Strain and

Axisymmetric Element
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r, s is a natural coordinate system chose for the element

such that r=-1 along element edge 2-6-3 and r=+1 on 4-8-1;

similarly s=-1 along edge 3-7-4 and s=+1 on 1-5-2.

4.3.3. Linkage Element

The linkage element used in this study was developed as

part of previous research [40] and is operational in the

computer program SAPWOOD. Each element has two nodal

points and may be conceptually thought of as consisting n

springs, where n is the number of degrees of freedom at

each node of the element. The element has no physical

dimension and hence its nodes may occupy the same position.

Only its mechanical properties are of importance and it can

be placed anywhere without disturbing the geometry.

The stiffness matrix [K] for the linkage element

having the nodal degree of freedom u, v, w, andey and ez

would take the form
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Kx 0 0 0 0 0 -Kx 0 0 0 0 0

Ky 0 0 0 0 0 -Ky 0 0 0 0

Kz 0 0 0 0 0 -Kz 0 0 0

K
Ox

0 0 0 0 0 -K exex 0

Key 0 0 0 0 0 -Key

[Km ]= K 0
ez

0 0 0 0 -K Az (4.3)

K
x

0 0 0 0 0

K 0 0 0 0

Kz 0 0 0

Symm.
K ex 0 0

K
8y

0

K ez

in which Kx, Ky , Kz , Kex, Key and Kez are the spring

constants associated with the appropriate degrees of

freedom. The stiffness matrix for an element having a

different set of nodal degrees of freedom would be of

similar form.

In this study, the number of springs for each linkage

element is reduced to three for axial, shear and bending,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The stiffness matrix

for the linkage element located in x -z plane would take

the form, in the local coordinates,
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1. Linear Analysis 1. Two-Point Load-Slip Curve for
Description of Linear Model

2. Materially Nonlinear
only

2. Variable Point Load-Slip
Curve for Description of
Nonlinear Model

Fig. 4.6. Linkage Element
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K
x

0 0 -K
x

0 0

K
z

0 0 -K
z

0

[Km] Key 0 0 -K
ey

(4.4)

Kx 0 0

Symm.
K
z

0

OY

in which Kx ,Kz and Key are spring constants for axial

spring, shear spring and bending spring, respectively. In

general, the values of K
x,

K
z
and Key are determined

experimentally.

As shown in Fig. 4.6., the local coordinate axes are

chosen as follow: the local x axis coincides with the axial

spring and the local z axis coincides with the shear

spring. It can be shown that the transformation matrix for

the linkage element in the X-Z plane is

[R] [ 0 ]

[T] = (4.5)

[0] [R]

where [R] is the rotation matrix defined as

cose sine 0

[R] = -sine cose 0 (4.6)

0 0 1

The stiffness in global axes can be computed by the usual

matrix transformation multiplications as
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KXC2 +KZS2 Kx CS-K zCS 0 -K x C 2 -K zS2 -K x CS+K z CS 0

K x S2 +K zC2 0 -K x CS +K z CS -K x S2 -K z C2 0

[K] = 0
8Y

0 -K
0Y

K x C2 +K zS 2 Kx CS -K z CS 0

K x S 2 +K z C2 0
Symm.

K
eY

(4.7)

where C = case and S = sine
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V. VERIFICATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

To verify that the computer program SAPWOOD yielded

accurate solutions to the problems being studied, this part

of the thesis describes several sample analyses on brief

problems. The accuracy was then examined by analyzing

problems with known solutions and by comparing theoretical

and experimental results.

5.1. Static Analysis of I-beam

The clamped I-beam shown in Fig. 5.1. is analyzed for

displacements and rotations produced by a concentrated load

applied on its free end. This problem has been studied by

Bathe and Wiener [9] using the ADINA computer code [1].

The theoretical solution of this problem is given in the

text by Gere and Timoshenko [28]. Fig. 5.2. compares the

displacements and rotations calculated by the program

SAPWOOD with Gere-Timoshenko and ADINA solutions. The

three solutions are in fair agreement.

To study the influence of the slip moduli on the

behavior of a composite I-beam, values ranging from 1 to

10E+8 were considered as input data for the spring

subelements of the composite-beam elements. Fig. 5.3.

shows the deflections at the free end of this sample
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problem using various slip moduli. The observations from

the figure indicate that for this sample problem k=1.0E6

can be considered as fully composite action and the

behavior is essential that of a solid beam. For k=1.0E2

the three layers each deflect the same amount but with no

interlayer force. This figure also indicates that the end

deflection without slip can be about ten times larger than

the deflection with full interaction. Thus, the presence

of slip at interfaces has a significant effect on the

deflection of composite beams. Therefore, the stiffnesses

of the connectors of the composite beam should be given

proper consideration when designing and analyzing this kind

of structure.

5.2. Static Analysis of a Simply Supported T-Beam

A simply supported T-beam subjected to a concentrated

load at midspan as shown in Fig. 5.4. was analyzed for

static displacement. In this analysis twenty composite-

beam elements were employed to model the structure. The

purpose of this analysis was to verify that the composite

beam element developed in this study can be used to model

floor systems with various boundary conditions which in

general are idealized by a set of T-beams and sheathing

strips. The results are compared with the solutions
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published in reference [66] by Vanderbilt etc. as shown in

Fig. 5.5. and Fig. 5.6. The results for a T-beam without

interface slip are also compared with the theoretical

solutions given by Gere and Timoshenko [28] as shown in

Fig. 5.7.

5.3. Static Analysis of Wall Panels

The purpose of this analysis was to predict the

static response of a wall panel subjected to the

concentrated loads and having various end boundary

conditions. The simply supported wall panel shown in Fig.

5.8. was analyzed for displacements produced by a

concentrated load applied on its midspan. Three different

finite element models were used to represent a section of

the wall panel as shown in Fig. 5.9. to Fig. 5.11. In Fig.

5.9., the studs and the plywood/gypsum flanges were modeled

by 2-D plane stress finite elements and the nails joining

the flanges to the stud were modeled using linkage

elements. The horizontal springs of the linkage elements

represented nonlinear load-slip relationships between

Douglas-fir studs and wall coverings. Table 5.1 shows the

shear load-slip properties used in this study which were

obtained from coupon tests of one nail joint specimens.

The vertical springs were given a large stiffness to
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connection shear load slip
(lb) (in)

plywood-stud 0.00

102.00

199.50

238.65

0.0

0.025

0.075

0.12

gypsum-stud 0.00

20.94

65.12

92.12

0.0

0.0015

0.03

0.12

Table. 5.1. Shear Load-Slip Properties for Linkage
Elements and Composite Beam Elements under

Static Loading
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prevent separation of the faces. There is symmetry in

geometry and the stiffnesses of the two studs of the test

panel except panel 4 were intentionally matched. Thus, a

quarter of the test panel, a single stud with 16-in flanges

and one half of the beam was used in this model.

In Fig. 5.10., the test panel was modeled by the

composite-beam elements developed in this study. The

convergence test showed that 8 elements is appropriate to

represent the behavior of the test panel. In order to

investigate the possible shear lag influences and the

interactions between the studs for the panels with studs of

different stiffness, a 3-D analysis was performed. As

shown in Fig. 5.11., the whole test panel was modeled as

assemblages of composite-beam elements and shell elements.

The same load-slip relationships used in Type A were used

in the spring subelements of Type B and C.

A comparison of theoretical values and the measured

deflection values for panels tested in the Forest Research

Laboratory at Oregon State University are shown in Fig.

5.12. to Fig. 5.20. The configurations and properties of

these test panels are shown in Fig. 5.21. to Fig. 5.23.

Table 5.2 lists the material properties that were used for

input to the computer models. For Type A and B the

dimensions and moduli of elasticity used were the average

values of two studs. It is seen from these figures that
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face grain direction of plywood
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E
bending
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psi

n

stud' #25 2 x 4 Douglas Fir

E
bending

= 2.114 x 10
6

psi

I I I

stud #3 2 x 4 Douglas Fir

Ebending = 2.074 x 10
6

psi

I I

Bottom Flange : 1/2 gypsum wallboard

E
bending
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Fig. 5.21. Configuration and Properties of Panel 3
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psi
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E
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= 2.856 x 10
6

psi

It
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6

psi
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E
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psi
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Fig. 5.22. Configuration and Properties of Panel 4
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E
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Fig. 5.23. Configuration and Properties of Panel 5



Panel # Component
E
x

(psi)

E
Y

(psi)

E
z

(psi)

G

(Psi)

vyz vyx
v
zx

3

Stud 1.428 x 10
5

2.100 x 10
6

1.050 x 10
5

1.200 x 10
5

0.146 0.025 0.025

Top Flange 7.274 x 10
5

1.356 x 10
6

1.349 x 10
5

1.500 x 10
5

0.146 0.025 0.025

Bottom Flange 3.000 x 10
5

2.300 x 10
5

3.600 x 10
5

1.590 x 10
5

0.230 0.370 0.370

4

Stud I 11 1.845 x 10
5

2.860 x 10
6

1.430 x 10
5

1.716 x 10
5

0.146 0.025 0.025

Stud # 15 1.120 x 10
5

1.650 x 10
6

8.200 x 10
4

9.880 x 10
4

0.146 0.025 0.025

Top Flange 7.200 x 10
5

1.340 x 10
6

1.331 x 10
5

1.176 x 10
5

0.146 0.025 0.025

Bottom Flange 3.000 x 10
5

2.300 x 10
5

3.600 x 10
5

1.590 x 10
5

0.230 0.370 0.370

5

Stud 1.330 x 10
5

1.956 x 10
6

9.778 x 10
4

1.173 x 10
5

0.146 0.025 0.025

Top Flange 7.740 x 10
5

1.442 x 10
6

1.435 x 10
5

1.266 x 10
5

0.146 0.025 0.025

Bottom Flange 3.000 x 105 2.300 x 105 3.600 x 105 1.590 x 10 5 0.230 0.370 0.370

Table. 5.2. Material Properties used for Computer Models
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the computer models closely predict the deflections.

5.4. Dynamic and Frequency Analysis of a Simply
Supported Isotropic I-beam

This example was intended to test the performance of

the composite-beam element developed in this study for a

dynamic problem. A simply supported I-beam similar to the

Type B model of the wall panel shown in Fig. 5.10. was

analyzed for its dynamic response when subjected to a

seismic simulated load at its midspan. To simplify the

problem, the materials were assumed to be linear isotropic

for both flanges and web. The interlayer connections were

also assumed to be rigid. The beam was also idealized by 8

beam elements, 128 3-node plate/shell elements and 104

appropriate constraint equations using program ADINA as

shown in Fig. 5.24. Fig. 5.25. depicted the load function

and the midspan displacements obtained from both SAPWOOD

and ADINA. Close agreement between the predictions is

observed. The effect of damping was also investigated by

adding 10% damping to the first mode and 6% damping to the

second mode. The results as shown in Fig. 5.25. indicate

the importance of incorporating the appropriate damping

value in the dynamic analysis.

The beam was also analyzed for frequency content.

Table 5.3 shows the five lowest natural frequencies
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Fig. 5.24. Finite Element Model of ADINA
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Fig. 5.25.a. Load Function of Simulated Seismic Loading
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Mode

Natural Frequencies (RAD /Sec)

SAPWOOD ADINA

1 327.8 328.1

2 854.8 879.9

3 927.5 997.9

4 942.2 1014

5 970.8 1041

Table. 5.3. Free Vibration Analysis of a Simply Supported
I-Beam
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predicted by both SAPWOOD and ADINA. Good agreement is

observed.

5.5. Frequency Analysis of Wall Panels

The natural frequencies of the tested wall panels

were determined experimentally from the time-displacement

traces at midspan of free vibration tests. Free vibration

was induced by applying initial displacement at the wall

midheight at a constant slow (static) rate and suddenly

released. It is assumed that the response of the test

panel was dominated by one mode and the results were close

to responses of single-degree-of-freedom systems. The

natural frequency in Hertz was obtained by counting the

number of cycles in a unit time interval i.e., 1 second,

and calculating the associated period. The damping ratio

was obtained using the decay record of free vibration time-

displacement trace by the logarithmic decrement method. In

the logarithmic decrement method the peak amplitude of

motion, xi, at the beginning of a cycle and the peak

amplitude, xi+1, at the end of a cycle are measured. For

small damping ( A<0.2), the approximate damping ratio can

be obtained from the equation

1 xi
X = In

27
(5.1)
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In this study, three levels of initial displacements,

0.15 inches, 1.00 inches and 1.50 inches, were applied to

each tested panel. The comparison of time-displacement for

the three initial displacements as shown in Fig. 5.26.

indicated that the natural periods get larger with

increasing initial displacement. The reason for the

reduced frequency at high displacements is the reduction of

the slip moduli in nails under high shear loads which

result in a reduced overall panel stiffness and natural

frequency. Table 5.4. shows the average natural

frequencies and slip modulus for the tested panels. These

experimental values were used for the verification of the

computer models.

The same finite element models used in static

analyses were used in the frequency analysis. The

calculated results from program SAPWOOD are also shown in

Table 5.4. These results show that the solutions from the

computer model closely predict the natural frequencies of

the experimental models.

5.6. Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis of Wall Panels

The wall panels shown in Fig. 5.8. were also analyzed

for their dynamic responses when subjected to a seismic

simulated load at their midheight. The main feature
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and 1.5 in.
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Panel #
Panel

3
Panel

4
Panel

5

Measured
(Hertz) 16.2 14.5 15.9

Type A

( Hertz) 20.1 20.4 19.8

Type B

( Hertz) 17.6 17.7 17.1

Type C

C Hertz) 15.6 15.4 15.1

Slip Modulus
Used ( lb/ir0 1290 1420 1200

Table. 5.4. Comparison of Experimental and Computer Model
Natural Frequencies
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demonstrated in this section is to determine what effect

the magnitude of the time increment, used in approximate

solutions, has on the calculations of structural response.

In linear analysis, one criteria frequently used to

determine a suitable time increment At is

At = T n / 10 (5.2)

where T n is the smallest period of vibration. However, in

many analyses, the primary response lies in only some modes

of vibration and there is little justification to include

the response predicted in the higher modes, because the

frequencies and mode shapes of higher modes can only be

crude approximations to the "exact" quantities. Therefore,

the finite element idealization has to be chosen in such a

way that the lowest m frequencies and mode shapes of the

structure are predicted accurately, where m is determined

by the distribution and frequency content of the loading.

This means that we would be able to revise t to be about

At = Tm / 10 (5.3)

The time step restriction mentioned in the last

paragraph was derived considering a linear system. The

result is not applicable to nonlinear analysis, although

for each time step the nonlinear response calculation may

be thought of as a linear analysis. However, where as in a
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linear analysis the stiffness properties remain constant,

in a nonlinear analysis these properties change during the

response calculations. Therefore, the value of Tm is not

constant during the response calculation. Little has been

done to determine the critical time step size. Thus, the

time step for nonlinear analysis has to be determined

typically by trial and error. Previous studies indicate

that for the ground motion record of the 1940 EL Centro,

California earthquake accelerogram At equal to 0.02 sec. is

small enough to describe the variation of ground motion

without introducing much error. Thus in this study, At

were selected as 0.02, 0.01 and 0.005 sec. Fig. 5.27.a.

and 5.27.b. show the predicted dynamic displacement

response of wall panel 3 using Newmark's method with

At=0.02 sec. and At=0.01 sec. respectively. An "unstable"

response was calculated with At = 0.005 sec.

The most accurate solution time step is therefore

determined by the nature and frequencies contained in the

loading and the solution is less accurate and even "blow

out" can occur when a smaller time step is employed. The

effect of damping was also investigated by adding 10%

damping of the first mode and 6% damping of the second mode

as shown in Fig. 5.27.c.
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Fig. 5.27.a. Displacement Response of Nonlinear Elastic
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5.7. Nonlinear Elastic and Inelastic Analysis of Nailed
Joint Subjected to Sinusoidal Static Cyclic Loading

The nailed joint specimen as shown in Fig. 5.28(a)

consists of a short section of nominal 2- by 4-in. Douglas-

fir lumber and 3/8-in. CDX sheathing plywood that were

connected by a 6d smooth galvanized box nail. The joint

was analyzed for the three level sinusoidal static cyclic

loading shown in Fig. 5.29.a. Both nonlinear elastic and

inelastic load-slip relationships were assumed in this

study. The nailed joint was modeled using 9 2/D plane

stress elements and 1 spring element. The load-slip curve

of the spring element was obtained from a coupon test which

was used to simulate the load-slip behavior of the nail

joint. In the inelastic analysis, the model proposed in

this study was used by inputting the correlation

coefficients which were also obtained from coupon tests.

Fig. 5.29.a. shows the predicted load-slip curve from

the nonlinear elastic analysis and Fig. 5.29.b. and

5.29.c. shows the hysteresis loops from the inelastic

analysis using either step-by-step or step-by-step with

Newton-Raphson iteration method, respectively. The attempt

was also made to use step-by-step with the constant

stiffness iteration method but failed to converge due to

the unloading and reloading feature. It is noted from Fig.

5.29.b. that when only the step-by-step algorithm was used,
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the predicted response seems overshot. Thus, in path-

dependent problems such as when there is unloading in an

elastic-plastic problem, the method of step-by-step with

Newton-Raphson iteration is favored in this study.

However, computationally the Newton-Raphson method is very

expensive especially when the number of degrees of freedom

become large and the inelastic model proposed in this study

depends on correlation coefficients calculated from

experiment tests. Additional investigations are

recommended.

5.8. Wood-Framed Building Subject to Earthquake
Ground Motions

The wood-framed building as shown in Fig. 4.2. was

analyzed for the dynamic response due to earthquake ground

motion. The purpose of this analysis was to test the

capability of the program SAPWOOD to predict dynamic

response due to seismic excitation.

Fig. 5.30. shows the finite element idealization used

in this study, which consisting of 8 composite I-beam

elements, 4 composite T-beam elements, 22 two-dimensional

plane stress elements, 2 truss elements and 34 linkage

elements. The effects of shear wall and floor diagram

flexibility can be considered by including the appropriate

stiffness in the truss elements. The accelerogram used is
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the North-South component of the accelerogram recorded at

El. Centro Imperial Valley during the earthquake of May 18,

1940 as shown in Fig. 5.31. The peak value of ground

acceleration of this component is 0.35g. An active load

about 630 lb/ft of foundation which caused by dead and live

loading and equivalent lumped mass were placed on the top

of each wall panel.

The computer results include the time-variation of

displacements, velocities and accelerations at all nodal

points and stress in all finite elements. Selected results

such as the time-history of horizontal components of

displacement of nodal point 1 which located at the top of

left wall panel during the earthquake is presented in Fig.

5.32. Fig. 5.33. shows the response at the same degree-of-

freedom which included 2% of critical damping in first mode

and 6% of critical damping in second mode. It maybe noted

that the calculated displacement is offset from unloading

position. The reason for this offset was still unknown.

Since the responses of structure are highly depend on the

properties of wood and sheathing constructed and the load-

slip behavior of nailed joints and due to lack of fund and

computer time, no further investigation was performed.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective in this study was to develop theoretical

procedures and a computer program which can be efficiently

used to analyze wood-framed systems subjected to static and

dynamic loading including seismic excitations. The

theoretical modeling of component and connection systems

resulted in a specialized finite-element computer program

which is called SAPWOOD. The basic elements contained in

SAPWOOD are a composite-beam element for modeling floor and

wall segments for bending effects, a linkage element to

model joints and gaps, a two-dimensional plane stress

element to be used in connection areas, a truss element to

model the roof system and a plate/shell element to model

the intermedium area between studs when a 3/D analysis is

necessary. In this study the formulation of the composite-

beam element was one of the main efforts in the development

of SAPWOOD. It accounts for composite behavior and can be

used to model joist floor and stud walls.

Based on the results presented for the finite element

analyses and the results for tested wall and floor systems

and models analyzed by the computer program ADINA, it is

evident that the SAPWOOD predictions are accurate, which

should enable practical application of the program in the

future.
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Compared to the experimentally observed behavior of

nailed joints subjected to cyclic loading, the proposed

inelastic joint model can also be used to predict the

inelastic force-deformation response. However, because

this model relies heavily on the type of nail and the

material constructed, a reliable data base is required. In

this area a significant amount of research is still

required. The criterion of time step to be used in

nonlinear analysis and the solution method for path

dependent problems has been examined, but no conclusion can

be reached.
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APPENDIX

Earthquake Accelerogram

C EARTHQUAKE RECORD OF THE EL CENTRO MAY 18, 1940 NORTH
C SOUTH COMPONENT. PEAK VALUE OF GROUND ACCELERATION
C OF THIS COMPONENT IS 0.35 G. FIRST 8.0705 SECONDS.
C 148 POINTS.
C
C THE NUMBERS GIVEN IN PAIRS ARE THE TIME AND
C ACCELERATION COORDINATES OF THE ASSUMED PIECEWISE
C LINEAR RECORD
C
C

1 0.0000 0.010849 0.0415 0.001076 0.0969 0.015909 0.1606-0.000114 102

2 0.2215 0.018989 0.2630 0.000144 0.2907 0.0)5942 0.3322-0.001239 102

3 0.3738 0.020093 0.4291-0.023781 0.4707 0.007659 0.5814 0.042514 102

4 0.6229 0.009414 0.6645 0.013899 0.7198-0.008849 0.7198-0.025697 102

5 0.7891-0.038741 0.7891-0.056885 0.8721-0.023290 0.8721-0.034306 102

6 0.9413-0.040222 0.9413-0.060310 0.9967-0.078909 1.0659-0.066600 102

7 1.0659-0.038168 1.0936-0.042997 1.1683 0.009755 1.3151-0.169016 102

8 1.3843-0.082867 1.4120-0.082699 1.4397-0.094595 1.4812-0.088552 102

9 1.5089-0.108024 1.5366-0.128015 1.6279 0.114491 1.7027 0.235563 102

10 1.7996 0.142810 1.8550 0.177739 1.9242-0.261035 2.0072-0.319447 102

11 2.2149 0.295277 2.2703 0.263464 2.3201-0.298405 2.3948 0.005427 102

12 2.4502 0.286599 2.5194-0.046936 2.5748 0.151683 2.6523 0.207718 102

13 2.7077 0.108776 2.7686-0.032552 2.8932 0.103399 2.9762-0.080328 102

14 3.0676 0.052030 3.1285-0.154743 3.2116 0.006525 3.2531-0.206060 102

15 3.3850 0.192717 3.4192-0.093731 3.5300 0.170805 3.5992-0.035974 102

16 3.6684 0.036536 3.7376-0.073690 3.8345 0.031194 3.9037-0.183359 102

17 4.0145 0.022732 4.0560-0.043532 4.1058 0.021611 4.2221-0.197259 102

18 4.3135-0.176217 4.4159 0.146007 4.4713-0.004767 4.6180 0.257285 102

19 4.6651-0.204520 4.7565 0.060822 4.8312-0.273350 4.9696 0.177930 102

20 5.0389 0.030128 5.1081 0.218380 5.1994 0.026756 5.2327 0.125226 102

21 5.3019 0.129057 5.3296 0.108947 5.3434-0.023904 5.4541 0.172352 102

22 5.5095-0.102185 5.6064 0.014120 5.6895-0.194989 5.7725-0.024240 102

23 5.8002-0.005080 5.8085-0.027507 5.8694-0.057361 5.8833-0.032748 102

24 5.9248 0.021653 5.9802 0.010855 6.0134 0.023531 6.0854-0.066594 102

25 6.1324 0.001412 6.1740 0.049333 6.1878 0.014980 6.1878-0.020012 102

26 6.2294-0.038186 6.2792 0.020746 6.3263-0.005856 6.3678-0.060317 102

27 6.3816-0.016263 6.4093 0.020006 6.4591-0.017613 6.4785-0.003371 102

25 6.5201 0.004376 6.5339-0.004058 6.5616-0.009909 6.5754-0.001753 1.02

29 6.6031-0.017065 6.6446 0.037138 6.6862 0.045734 6.7139 0.038587 102

30 6.7277 0.000994 6.7692-0.028841 6.7692 0.001615 6.8106 0.011307 102

31 6.8523 0.002207 6.9077 0.009298 6.9907-0.099620 7.0738 0.036017 102

32 7.1208 0.007864 7.1430-0.027790 7.1485 0.002662 7.1707 0.027273 102

33 7.2260 0.057693 7.2953-0.049270 7.3700 0.029739 7.4060 0.010926 102

34 7.4254 0.018690 7.4614-0.025396 7.5251-0.034766 7.5721 0.003698 102

35 7.5998-0.062804 7.6413-0.028096 7.6690-0.0196139 7.6912 0.006866 102

36 7.7521-0.005480 7.7936-0.060326 7.8351-0.035726 7.8767-0.071648 1C2

37 7.9597-0.014024 7.9874-0.005615 8.0013 0.022241 8.0705 0.046827 102


